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It Is necessary to labor to return the
••• soul to God better than we received •*
••• It.—Cousin.
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THE WYOMING LOST
Six-Masted Schooner Wrecked
Nantucket With Crew d? 14.

MELLO-GLO BEAUTY

TREATMENT

MELLO-GLO SKIN TONE cleans, refines the pcrcr. end puts life
)
in the Face—

MCLLO-GLO FACIAL TONE POWDER contains cold cream and
a rare beautifying agent. Stays on until you want to take it off.
MELLO-GLO BEAUTY Cr,EAM keepc youth in the face and makes
the skin fine and beautiful.

PRICE, $1.00 EACH
The first ten customers get a $1.00 jar of Beauty Cream FREE.
All three sent by mail on receipt of $2.10.

GEORGE TREGGETT

Off

Fourteen men, including the captain,
went down when the six-masted
schooner Wyoming ot Portland, went
to pieces off Nantucket In the gales of
this week, according to William
Whicker, a Boston Shipping Agent,
who shipped
the
vessel's
crew.
Wreckage from the Wyoming was
di iven ashore Thursday on Nantucket
Istand.
In addition to Capt. Charles Giaesil,
whose home was in the Jamaica Plain
district of Boston, there were on board,
the agent said. First Mate Francis
Lundall. Engineer Wiliam Allen, a
cock, eight negro seamen and two boys.
Keystone Cigart—Mild,
Sumatra
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.—

THE CORNER DRUG STORE
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North National Bankj!
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This Institution—

J ATION A

Pays 4% on Savings Accounts.

Bank

Sells High Grado Investment Bonds.
poration, Government, Municipal.

Makes ^irst Mortgage Real Estate

Cor

Loads.

Offers Safe Deposit Facilities.
Safekeeping for Bonds.
We invite you to open a checking account at this Bank, and

y.-u will scon realise the convenience of Paying by Check.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank

A man is well dressed only
when hishat is fashionable.
Make sure of BOTH Sty le
and Value by getting a
LAMSON HUBBARD
Hat which smiles with
individuality.

Rockland, Main©
utubbcLra

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT

BURPEE & LAMB

106 Pleasant Street

PLUMBING

HEATING

Telephone 244-W.

l.

w.

McCartney

Man Who Pulls the Demo
cratic String Will Have
Field To Himself—The
State Convention.
Maine Democrats are now ready to
go on with their campaign for the Sep
tember State election, apparently unite!
on William R. l’attangall of Augusta
for renomination in the June primaries
as their candidate for governor.
They held their State convention In
Lewiston Wednesday, electing dele
gates and alternates to the national
convention, nominating six Presidential
electors and perfecting their organiza
tion.
They also listened to a keynote
speech by Fulton J. Redman of Ells
worth, the chairman, and addresses by
Senator T. H. Caraway of Arkansas
and Mr. l’attangall, and adopted a
platform without discussion.
Among the delegates to the national
convention in New York will be E. C.
Moran. Jr., of Rockland, Mrs. Charles
Creighton and Mrs. R. O. Elliot of
Thomaston.
Two of tlie six Presidential electors
nominated are Knox county men—
Obadiah Gardner, former United States
Senator; and Arthur B. Packard of
Rockport, former State Senator. An
other Presidential elector from the
Second District is Leslie Boynton of
Jefferson, a former State Senator.
Resolutions on the death of former
President Wilson and former Gov
ernor Oakley C. Curtis of Portland
were adopted.
Mr. Patt.angall, who was given
an ovation, declared there is an oppor
tunity to win in September, but there
must be work.
•Put your shoulder to the wheel"
he urgeel In making an appeal for per
sonal sacrifice and united efforts In
every locality, lie stated briefly his
position on the writer power question,
which, he said, was an important is
sue.
"The water power policy was writ
ten in the revised statutes years ago
by Republicans before hydro-electric
power became so Important,” he said.
‘Under the law which was then pass
ed four or five companies now control
the water power of Maine."
Senator- Caraw-v,, who devoted most
of his time to reviewing the Teapot
Dome oil land lease. expressed the
belief that “unless there Is a change
in the administration there will be a
breakdown In the morale of the Amer
ican |r onio,
ae great mass
of the people wantli good government,
they can no longer look for one and
keep the Republican party."
He declared the country is entirely
without a foreign or domestic policy,
lie expressed the belief that Hugo
Stinnes nnd other Germans actually
control all the stock in Teapot Dome
"and now you virtually have to dicker
with tiie German government before a
gallon of oil can be bought to operate
American ships.
“I have no criticism to make of Mr.
Coolidge,” he said. “I knew him three
years and a half in the Senate—and
never heard him say a word. In fact
he reminded me of a London fog. which
obscured but which had no dimen
sions.”
"We are entitled to win on our
achievements." said Senator Caraway.
We are entitled to win because of the
character of our leadership. We must
win because in the victory of our party
lies the only road back to honest, eco
nomic and sane governments.
"Our party furnishes the only hope
of those who love America more than
they love partisan victory. If we have

BATH IRON WORKS

Recharged

Not Quite So Dull There Ae Recent
Reports Seemed To Indicate.

Telephone 650-W
Our Flivver will call for your Bat
tery and deliver tame to you

We have Rental Batteries for

RAP”
________

PURPOSES

SPECIAL RATES
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House-Sherman, Inc.
Exide Service Station
Next to Ford Agency

(Open Evenings until 8 P. M.)
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At the big Studley store has come to be a key thought of Rockland and Knox
county furniture buyers.
ITIS A BONA FIDE reduction in regular price on every
article in our huge stock where such a reduction can be made consistent with sound ,
business.
It has resulted in an enormous increase in our business volume.
WE INVITE

OF

PRICE

AND QUALITY

20% DISCOUNT ON NEARLY EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE

283 MAIN ST.

a platform, as we will, in which we re
affirm our adherence to the doctrine of
local self-government, permitting each
community to decide for itself its pol
icies and to choose for itself the men
who will execute them, and, in addition
thereto, if we lay down a broad policy
by which to govern the course and re
lations with other peoples of the world
so that peace and hope and confidence
will again find a resting place in the
heart of men. industry may be revived
and prosperity will come to all the
stetions of our country.”
Applause greeted the sections of the
resolutions denouncing any attempt to
substitute “government by oath-bound
sects or fraternities" for government
"of. by and for the people," and taking
a stand for "religious liberty and free
dom of conscience and for entire sepa
ration of church and state.”
The party’s candidates were pledged,
if elected, to "devote their time, energy
and ability to the upbuilding of the
State and to an administration of pub
lic affairs Iwsed upon iaw and order,
honesty and fair dealing, a Jealous
regard for every right guaranteed to
every citizen by our constitution and a
determination to make Maine a real
factor and an important influence in
the progressive life of our nation."
The resolutions declared that the
"important public duty of the day is
the renewal of our faith in and ad
herence to the fundamental principles
upon which our State and national
governments were founded.”
"It is the mission of Democracy to
resist the drift away from the stand
ards and safeguards of the constitu
tion and to restore government to its
proper and legitimate scope and per.
"We regart! t!he primary objects of
government to be: to establish Justice
to promote the common welfare of the
people and to secure to ourselves and
our posterity the blessings of liberty.
“We stand for the maintenance of
our public school system, but we rec
ognize the right of parents to educate
their children In private schools at
their own expense.”
A stand was taken for the indus
trial development of Maine and for
the encouragement of the develop
ment of water powers by private capi
tal, also for strict economy In public
expenditures, reduction of taxes and
thorough revision of tax laws.
The State committee organized im
mediately after the convention. Dan
W. Cony of Augusta was re-elected as
chairman. Clayton Eames of Solon was
chosen secretary and George W. Blake
of Portland, treasurer.
• • « •
The new State committeemen in this
section are:
Hancock: Herbert L. Graham, Bar
Harbor; Mrs. William Quimby, Bar
Harbor.
Knox:
Charles M. Richardson,
Rockland; MrA Lois AL Creighton,
Thomaston.
Lincoln: Lore H. Ford, Whitefield;
Mrs. Leslie Boynton, Jefferson.

Radio Storage Batteries
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V. F. STUDLEY

r... Genuine—\
ATWATER
KENT
Radio
Equipment

The contract for a six meter Class
rt. sailing yacht hag been given to the
Bath Iron Works, Ltd., from designs
by Burgess, Swasey & Paine of Bos
ton. She is for Frank C. Paine of Bos
ton. a grandson of Charles G. Paine,
Well known sportsman. This little
yacht will be all of wood and Is to
enter the six meter races in the Inter
national races off Marblehead, Mass.,
during tire late summer. This is the
first craft of this kind that the Bath
Iron Works, Ltd., has ever built.
Work is 'progressing satisfactorily
upon the yacht Aras building at the
Bath Iron Works for Hugh Chisholm
of Portland and New York, and she
will probably'take the water the middle
of May. This yucht is 127 feet long
and will be driven by two 200-horse
power, six cylinder Winton gasoline
engines capable of sending her through
the water at 15 knots an hour.
In addition to building 100 combined
oil and cooling tanks for army airplanes
the Buth Iron Works Is overhauling a
big turbine for the Central Maine
Power Co., at its central plant in
Farmingdale, has the contract for
building two tank cars for the Brown
Co., for delivery at their plant at Ber
lin, N. II., and is to completely re
build the firebox for Maine Central
Locomotive 607, the largest type that
this road now has in use.

RADIO SETS

Candlepin Artists From Local
Beef Houses Meet In a
Match Extraordinary.
Big strings were at a (Swift’s)
premium at the Star bowling alleys
Thursday night, but the competition
was close and excitement unprecedent
ed. In fact there has never been eo
much “beefing” In a Rockland bowl
ing alley ns marked tills first match
between Swift's Heifers and Armour's
Critters.
The first string was a tic, in spite
of Jackson’s 100. which stamped him
ns a ringer in the eyes of his oppo
nents, but which was an offense which
neither he nor anybody else committed
in that game. Connors was the hero
of the second string for it offset
Avery’s slump, nnd enabled the Helf
ers to take the lead by two pins.
Jones had a severe attack of neuritis
and stage fright in the last string, and
Powers’ near hundred went for naught.
The score:
Swift’s Heifers
Avery ... ............ 63 50 65
178
Raymond ............. S9 84 78
N1
Small ... ............ 70 tl 70
203
Johnson
............. 68 65 61
194
Conners
............ 80 92 92
263
—
— — —
370 3.75 366
1091
Armour’, Critters
Thomas ... ........... 53 64 77
194
Jones ........ .......... 63 68 48
179
Huntley .. .......... 67 62 53
182
Jackson .. ...... 100 76 76
261
Powers ...
7s 83 99
260
370 353 353

CARVER’S

643 Main Street
ROCKLAND, - • - MAINE

BOOK STORE
EASY TERMS OR CASH
29 -tf
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THE NEW RAD10LAS
Maine Music Co. To Carry a
Complete Line of New
Radio Corporation Receiv
ing Sets.
With the rapid growth of the radio
industry comes the announcment of a
new line of receiving sets to be brought
out by the Radio Corporation of
America. There are now some five
hundred stations broadcasting to an
audience estimated from seven to
fifteen million people, and for the pub
lic to enjoy the full benefits of radio
reception certain improvements in re
ceiving sets are necessary.
To meet present day traffic condi
tions in the ether there is need of
Super-Selectivity—the ability to select
the broadcast station desired—SuperSensitiveness—meaning volume in near
and far distant reception and nonradiation—a type of receiver which,
when In the oscillating condition and
no matter how handled, will not inter
fere with a neighbor's enjoyment. All
this, together with a better quality of
reproduction anti a more simplified
operation, have been brought about liy
the Radio Corporation. This announce
ment, coming as It does from a combi
nation of the greatest radio and elec
trical interests in the country, gives
furthfr assurance to the permanency
of radio for home enjoyment.
The slogan, “A Radio for every
purse” is indeed true, for there is to
be a wide range of styles and prices
from the small portable set to the
large cabinet Super-Heterodyne with
its enclosed antenna and loud speaker.
Descriptions and prices will appear In
the advertising columns of this paper
as they are ready for distribution.
Radio is now recognized as a musical
Instrument and like the phonograph
a part of the music industry and the
aim of the MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
Is to give its patrons that guarantee of
service and satisfaction in radio that
it has in the past with other musical
instruments.—adv.

RADIO
Sets Built To Order
WORK

Over the Exprcte Office

—AT—

F. W. FARREl CO.
12S-S-1

RAISED THE ROOF

ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR

Telephone B61

ROCKLAND

FALSE”

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In a recent sermon delivered by Rev. Mr. Allen in the local
Methodist Church, and published conspicuously in your issue of
last Tuesday, the following reference is made to one of the activi
ties of St. Bernard’s Parish:
“But speaking of religious intolerance, a year ago, in Tem
ple hall, at the annual coffee party held by Catholic friends, it
is said that a Protestant Bible was sold at auction as an expres
sion of contempt for the Protestant faith.”
Allow me to state as emphatically as 1 can that the malicious
insinuations contained in the above reference are absolutely false.
JAMES A. FLYhlN
Tastor of St. Bernard’s Church.

Telephone 664-W
ROCKLAND, ME.

FULLY CHARGED—YES

COMPARISON

ABSOLUTELY

SERVICE

THAT BIG 20% DISCOUNT

■

“INSINUATIONS

Plumbing and Heating

6 VOLT .................. FIFTY CENTS
4 VOLT .... TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
2 VOLT .... TWENTY-FIVE CENTS

* w - ' . ft'-s..

Volume 79.. . . . . . .Number 33.

8ANITARY ENGINEER
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THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

TUESDAY,

THREE YEARS OLD
Women's Republican Club
Has a Right To Be Proud of
Achievements.
At the Victory Supper of the Repub
lican Women’s Club held in Temple
Dali Wednesday night, the following
historical sketch of that organization
was presented by Mrs. Esther Bird.
e • ♦ •

On June 3, 1921, 21 women met in
the Common Councilmen’s rooms and
were addressed by Mias Marian Brown
of Augusta, who spoke of the need and
purpose of Republican county clubs
throughout the State and of the ne
cessity of Republican women inform
ing themselves on political issues. An
organization was then formed to be
known as the Knox County Women's
Repulili.an Club and these officers
were chosen: Chairman, Mrs. Esther
Bird, Ro kland; vice chairman, Mrs,
Ivah Kichan, Rockland; Mrs. Nellie
Benner, Thomaston, Mrs. Inez Crosby,
Camden, Mrs. Carrie Bowler, Rock
port, Mrs. Laura Ranlett, Rockville,
Miss Carrie Quinn, Hope, M'iss Clara
Spaulding. South Thomaston; secre
tary, Mrs. Angelica Glover, Rockland;
treasurer, Mrs. Ruth Thomas, Rock
land.
A committee was appointed to can
vass the wards for members, and it
was voted that the lists should be open
to ail Republican women, upon the
payment of an annual fee of 25 cents.
About 290 members were subsequent
ly added to the loll, A committee on
constitution was appointed consisting
of Miss Lucy Rhodes. Mrs. Mary Rich
and Mrs. Helena Roberts and a con
stitution was afterwards drafted and
voted upon.
During the summer of 1921, meet
ings were held on the first Thursday
of each month at the home of the
chairman, Mrs. Esther Bird, and dur
ing the following winter at the home
of the secretary. Mrs. Angelica Glover.
In August 1921, it was voted to sepa
rate the county organization into town
clubs, each vice chairman to form a
club in her owa town. The Rockland
Club was subsequently carried on un
der the name of the Rockland Women’s
Republican Club.
One of the first
obligations which the club assumed,
was to pay one-fourth of the one
hundred dollar quota of the Knox
County Women's Republican Conven
tion, an organization formed pre
viously and under different officials.
Many of the women ‘pledged and paid
vaiious sums towards camixiifn ex
penses. while others were active in
canvassing the wards for the enroll
ment at the primaries, working at the
polls and at headquarters, while still
others have attended and taken part
in various state and county meetings.
In June 1>22, rhe club used as its
headquarters, the party rooms on Elm
street and a number of the members
assisted in furnishing the rooms and
in making them as attractive as pos
sible. During this summer the meet
ings were addressed by speakers from
outside * the state, both men and
women. In August it was voted to
admit men Io the organization hereby
merging it into the Rockland Repub
lican Club. This was done and the or
ganization lias since continued with
meetings during campaign seasons,
until the present time.

MRS. TARBOX RECOVERING
Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of Fryeburg,
past national president Ladies of the
Grand Army of the Republic, who has
been very ill for the last two months is
able to lie up and Is gaining slowly.
Mrs. Tarbox has hud a very hard win
ter and her numerous friends all over
'he State will be pleased to learn she
Is convalescing. Mrs. Tarbox hus a
nation-wide reputation nnd Is one of
the many brilliant women of whom
Maine has great reuson to be proud.

FOR ANCHORING YACHTS
Five Ellsworth men are awarded
$1800 for anchoring three yachts In
Surry Bay ufter they had gone Adrift
in the Union river flood last May In a
decree by Federal Judge Johnson
Thursday. They are W. K. Carter,
Winfield S. Trrworgy, T. Stanley
Smith, Albert N. Cushman and Percy
E. York. The yachts libelled were th.
Narmada, Duchess and Kaimia.
Robert U. Collins Is prepared to renler assistance in making cut Income*
’ax returns.—adv.
tf

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry aud listen to
some music at least once a week. The Ions of
these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
ODE ON A GRECIAN URN

Thou still unravhhed bride of quietness,
Thou foster-child of silence and slow time.
Sylvan historian, who canst thus express
A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme:
What leaf-fringed legend haunts about thy
shape
Of deities or mortals, or of both.
In temple or the dale of Arcady?
What nun or gods are these? What maidens
loath ?
What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?
What pipes and timbrels? What wild ec
stasy?
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play
on;
Not to the sensual ear. but, more endeared,
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone;
Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not
leave
Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare;
Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss,
Thou winning near the goal—yet, do not
grieve:
She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy
bliss,
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair I

R. W. TYLER

Ah. happy, happy boughs I that cannot shed
Your leaves, nor ever bid the Spring adieu;
And, happy melodist, unwearied,
MAINE
ROCKLAND,
Forever piping songs forever new;
More happy love, more happy, happy love I
Forever warm and still to be enjoyed,
Forever panting, and forever young;
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call st this oflh-e and All breathing human passion far above,
examine etylea.
If you already hare a place That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and cloyed,
A burning forehead, and a parching tongue.
bring It In and let ua print you cards la later
else. THK OOUBIKB CAXKTT1.

—John Keata,

The Courier-Gazette
__________ THREE TIMES A WEEK_________

"cTrculation
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AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, March 15, 1921.
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 13,
1924, there was printed a total of 6.335 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts uwrarM, win prove *
pncelesa heritage in after yean.

'Peace I leave with you, my peace I
give unto you; not as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your
heart be troubled, neither let it be
afraid. John 14: 27.

A LAY SERMON
Speakers writing before their names
the title of Reverend are going about
the country addressing public audi
ences, often with a violence of manner
and speech highly at variance with
the spirit that the average citizen has
ccme to associate with that distin
guished designation. No gospel of de
nunciation, suspicion and hate is ever
going to set forward the world in the
pathways of peace. The Courier-Ga
zette entertains the belief that the only
solution for the turmoil, the political
and social unrest and kindred evils
which torment the world today, is to
be found in the practical application
of the teachings of the Sermon on the
Mount, which marked the beginning of
the ministry of the greatest Man in
history. There is only a little of it.
Let us read it again:
And seeing the multitudes, he went
up into a mountain: and when he was
set. his disciples came unto him. and
he opened his mouth, and taught them,
saying:
Blessed are the poor in spirit for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are they that mourn: for
they shall be comforted.
Blessed are the meek: for they shall
Inherit the earth.
Blessed are they which do hunger
and thirst after righteousness: for
they shall be filled.
Blessed are the merciful: for they
shall obtain mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart: for
they shall see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers: for
they shall be called the children of
God.
Blessed are they which are perse
cuted for righteousness’ sake: for
theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are ye, when men shall re
vile you, and persecute you, and shall
say all manner of evil against you
falsely, for my sake.
Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for
great is your reward in heaven: for
so persecuted they the prophets which
were before you.
If from every pulpit in Rockland and
elsewhere throughout the land, and
from every public platform, without
respect to denomination or creed, it
shall henceforth be made the sole
business of every man who dignifies
his name by wearing with it the noble
title of Reverend to deliver to the peo
ple the message to be found within the
borders of that wonderful utterance
then need we have no fear of evil
coming upon this L’nited States of
America, or that men and women shall
lind their days oppressed by the
dreadful atmosphere of fear, vitupera
tion and hate.

"Politics makes strange bedfellows,'
runs the old saying. And politics has
done
considerable
revolutionizing
across the water. James Brown, a
labor member of the British Parlia
ment, who has Just been appointed
Lord High Commissioner to the Gen
eral Assemibly of the Church of Scot
land, was a pit-boy at the age of 12
and his wife is a former milThand.
The turn of the political wheel is soon
to transplant the family from a $50 a
year miner’s cottage into Holyrood
Palace, which as a wee lad Mr. Brown
used to look upon with awe.

AS

CANADA SEES

IT

MADE SERIOUS CHARGE

Montreal Star Reviews Oil Ku Klux Kian Lecturer Startles
Situation In Calm, Impar Big Audience During Thurs
tial Manner.
day Lecture.
Nearly 1,000 people sat stunned and
To see ourselves as ethers sec us,
and to read for the first time a dispas silent in the Arcade Thursday night
sionate review of the oil scandal, cross when Rev. A. O. Henry, of Columbus,
the Canadian border, pick up a copy of Ohio, a Ku Klux Kian speaker,
the Montreal Star, and read the follow thundered the shocking accusation that
ing editorial:
Warren G. Hardirg had died a mar
* * • •
tyr’s death through poisoning, moti
It has become dangerous in Wash vated by a great hierarchy which he
ington for an official to say “Good
Morning" to a man who is known to lie had offended. He carried the indict
acquainted with another man who has ment further and put McKinley, Garhad dealings with an oil magnate. It Held and Lincoln in the same category.
is no longer remotely necessary to Mr. Henry went on to state that Pres
prove corruption. It is not even nec
ident Harding was a Klansman, to
essary to establish the payment of oilstained money for legitimate services. gether with many other officials high
It is only necessary to show that civil in the nation's councils, and predicted
ities have passed between a man in re developments from the investigations
sponsible position or aspiring to re now being made of the President's
sponsible position and some one in the
death which would completely over- :
periphery of the oil scandal.
shadow the present scandals in Wash
There is no charge of corruption ington.
against McAdoo. He is simply a mem
The speaker read the statement of
ber of a law firm which was employed Grand Master Arthur S. Tompkins of ,
by Doheny to assist operations in Mex the New York Grand Lodge of Ma- |
ico. But this will likely prove quite song on "Free Masonry and the Kian," i
sufficient to eliminate him from the published in the Thursday issue of
race for the Democratic nomination. this paper and discussed it from sev
He took “oil money” and that kills him eral angles, questioning the good faith
as a candidate. Especially does it kill of the author. “Seventy percent of
him as a leader of a campaign against Klansmen are Masons," he said. "How
too close relations with “oil.”
many in this audience belong to the
Even the name of President Cool Masonic fraternity?" The result was
idge has been breught into the mess, a very considerable showing of hands.
it was at first sought to drag him in Referring to Kian activities the speak
because he was invited to attend the er continued:
meetings of the Harding Cabinet which
transferred the control of the naval
"The Kian is not a political organi
oil reserves from the impotent hands
of Secretary of the Navy Denby to the zation in the ordinarily accepted sense.
suspected hands of Scretary of the In- Politics are not discussed by the Kian,
suspected hands of Secretary of the In- but the status of every man is known
was too tenuous. He quite possibly and considered in the event of his be
knew nothing about the transfer, and ing a candidate for office. In such a
quite certainly did not suspect its sig case we are not Masons or Odd Fel
nificance. The next fling of the lariat lows, Democrats, Republicans. Bap
was because his private secretary, Mr. tists. Methodists, Episcopalians—we
and Klanswomen."
Slemp. had been a guest of Publisher are Klansmen
McLean at Palm Beach at the same This explanation should go far toward
time that cx-Secrctary Fall was there. clarifying some of the points of the
But this got nowhere. Not even lecent municipal election where it was
clear to party leaders that in some in
Slemp was implicated.
Now. however. Senator Walsh has stances the Kian vote was divided.
The last half of the lecture was de
thought it worth while to read into the
record two telegrams—one about the voted to a plea for the Bible in the
s bools, for new and strictly enforced
Commission that governs the City of
immigration laws and for a complete
Washingon and the other purely social
naturalization of all men and women
—which he sent to Publisher McLean
in the-country. Mr. Henry said that
after McLean had admitted that he the women would take a hand in the
"lied like a gentleman" fo protect his immigration problem and that person
friend. Fall. There is absolutely noth ally he felt safe in turning the govern-’
ing “oily” about them. They are just mer.t over to them because they
what they seem. They are especially ouldn't possibly make a worse mess
Innocuous when it is remembered that I (rf thin)?s taan ,‘he men ]la!l d,
Mr. McLean is not charged with any
in closing the speaker gave away the
connection with the oil scandals. He secret of the well-known reticence of
is an exceedingly rich young man. who all Kian members. It seems that every
has no need to dabble in oil. But he Klansman and Klanswomaa is a dehas been a personal friend of Fall, as teetive observing every other member
he was a close associate of Harding and everybody else, consequently all
and his official family. He seems must be silent. If these detectives dis
simply to have been drawn int,o the cover a member who is unworthy he
iime-light by his good-hearteel inter immediately’ eeases to be a member.
est in unworthy people. -Fo a telegram
on quite another subject to him from
Those small ads in The Courierthe President does not seem to spatter
Gazette are read by every body. That
the White House very badly with oil.
is why they are so popular and
....
The tremendous turmoil over the oil i effective.
revelations remind us how free our]-----------American neighbors have been from
serious scandal in their Federal af
fairs. One must think back a long
way to remember another “scandal”
Always call a physician.
campaign. No one—least of all the
Until his arrival use
leaders of American opinion—will min
“emergency” treatment
imize the seriousness of the Teapot
with Vicks. This does not
Dome and kindred exposures. That a
interfere with anything
man with so little appreciation of hi’
responsibilities as ex-Secretary Fall
he may prescribe.
should attain to such high position is
a shocking thing; hut it is perhaps
equally shocking that gambling in oil
should pay such fabulous profits as to
warrant the lavish outlays, legitimate
VapoRub
and otherwise, which have been re
Ovtrl7MiUion Jari U-d r*arfy
vealed. There is surely here public
wealth "that ought never to be allowed
to fall into the hands of the individual.
It is to be hoped that all men attainted
with this "treason" will lie banished
of
from public life. Restitution should be
compelled where possible. Punishment |
should fall where deserved. But it is|
possible to push public indignation to
the verge of panic, and the friends of
Calvin Coolidge are quite within their
rights in demanding that even a Presi
dent be given fair play.

------------- 1
Delegates from eight States havemet in St. Paul, Minn., and issued a
call -for a third party convention to he’
held in that city June 17. Senator La
Foliette of Wisconsin is mentioned as
the probable Presidential choice. Wei
don’t much care what happens to Li
Foilette so that he eventually finds his
proper place in the political world. It
There are more than five million was long ago time for removing
bathrooms in America but for all that masks, as they say at the costume
American novelists do not begin every carnivals.
chapter with the statement that the
Senator Moses of New Hampshire,
hero took bis customary “cold plunge”
which the British writers seem so very who re-fused to go to the national con
fond of doing, says the Press Herald. vention as a pledged delegate, no
Neither do the American writers de longer has to worry. The New Harapvote about half of each chapter to a shire primaries failed to elect him at j
faithful record of each cup of tea con all, preferring to send to Cleveland1
sumed.
The drinking is necessary, eight men whose motto is: "Keer
perhaps, and a matter of satisfaction Coolidge."
to the drinker, but by no stretch of
Toy pistols are now under the ban
imagination cr.i it be made interesting
in Philadelphia, and It develops that
to the reader.
by the use of them juvenile -banditry
has been practiced. To what extremes
One cannot too highly commend the
has the city of Brotherly Love been
good judgment of Mrs. Woodrow Wil
driven, anil nobody in the President's
son in forbidding the publication of
cabinet to blame it onto.
Iter late husband's letters. The letters
of the late Major Archie Butt, now be
A Mary’and lien which has been an
ing given wide publication by a news excellent layer and a good setter for
paper syndicate furnish some very in more than 14 years has disappeared,
teresting sidelights on the life of Theo if stolen by a foraging party there is
dore Roosevelt, but it is unthinkable disappointment ahead for somebody.
that either Major Butt or Col. Roose
velt would have permitted such a be
The apparent m-ixup in regard to
three Democratic Presidential electors
trayal of personal correspondence.
being chosen from the Second District
was straightened out to the satisfac
The Standard Oil Co. annour. . Its tion of Arthur B. Packard yesterday,
Intention of removing 1200 highway when ne learned through
Portland
billboards in Western States and of sources that he had been chosen as
one of the electors at large. It prob
erecting no more. Oil signs are not
ably never before happened in the his
over popular these days.
tory of Maine politics when three of
the six Presidential electors wele
chosen from two neighboring counties
Rockland’s new city marshal cer
—and two of the smallest ones in the
tainly looks the part.
State, at that.
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DEMOCRATS'

ONE LOOK ENOUGH
REED CHAIRS AND
ROCKERS

Failure

As

Pan

of

Did you see my ad

Editor Staples.

(Lewiston Journal)
The Maine Democratic platform i9‘.
—ONLY—
a dissappointment.
We had hoped
for a plain statement of its policies.
$10.95
Instead it evades three distinct and!
paramount issues—the Volstead act;Ku Klux movement and the Primary
Elections, and is on all sides of the
Sectarian School issue.
Every single one of these issues is
skated-around with flourishes ot rhe
toric. Nobody can find in the platform
anything to object to and nothing that
pledges the Democrats of Maine to
anything whatsoever, except to keep
on pretending to be better than their
neighbors. As an exhibition, of what
tiie young fiduciary friend of the Dem
ocracy, who has come down out cf
New York to be a United States Sena
Strong Construction, Heavy Hand tor, asks for; viz:—"lifting the atmos
phere to a higher plane," it is as flat
some Cretonnes
as a pan of the wee bride’s first bis
Steel Springs, Good Workmanship
cuits.
ONLY
Yet it may be a fine platform for
those who like that kind. It may
$10.95
soothe: it will never irritate. At least
50 percent, of the Democratic conven
tion desired to flay K. K. K. as with
whips of scorpions. It did not dare.
The Democratic convention, but for the
women, would have endorsed the repeal
313-315 Main Street, - - Rockland
of the Maine liquor laws gnd left the
Telephone 745-J
Volstead laws, which ifhine has no
power to repeal.Shut which would per
mit the sal* of liquor in drug stores
on prescription. It does not mention
A RUDE AWAKENING
liquor in any way. shape or manner
except by the most distant inferences.
Is Due Any Politician Who So far as a platform of the present
day is concerned it is as vital as the
Denounces the Kian, Says Mot-tine Law or the ten commandments,
it might have been written in 1835 as
Union Correspondent.
well as in 1924. It won’t bother the
Democrats and i(, won't help the Re
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
publicans to be any bolder or any
Please permit me. through the col more definite. We hoped for something
umns of your paper to congratulate to commend. We might want to vote
Rev. Eugene Allen < n his sermon, as for the Democrats. But heaven help
the mail who in that succinct and wellrelated in your issue of March 11, on
written document of generalizations as
the Ku Klux Kian. I am not a mem platitudinous as the preamble to a
ber of the Kian or any church, but I church vestry, seeks a definite state
am a believer in our American insti ment of a single conviction. One be
gins to feel that the Democrats have
tutions. especially our public schools.
none and that but for the leadership
It is no secret that the Roman
of the eminent brains at the head of
Catholic church denounces our public
the party, it would hardly exist. If
schools as Godless, a menace to their
he had been permitted to have had his
Faith, and unfit for Catholic children
to attend. Catholics are. however, con way, we. might have had a real plat
tinually endeavoring to dominate them. form.
The Democratic platform is brief—
In many of our New England cities
Ihe Catholics have full control of the ihat is one merit. It is well written.
public schools and in such a city no It could be incorporated in the Re
publican platform and not raise a dis
Protestant teacher need apply.
senting voice. Indeed, if we had any
If anyone, who has a spine less flex
ible than a jelly-fish dares to object thing to do with the making of the
Republican platform the first para
to this procedure he is classed as a
graph should be:
“We hereby en
bigot or breeder of class hatred.
dorse and adopt the entire Democratic
We desire no quarrel with the Cath platform as containing nothing but
olic church, as a church, or any mem sentiments and policies expressed tra
ber of it; but wc claim the right to ditionally. from year to year in various
have our schools managed by those who Republican platforms.
believe in them, and we shall work
Nothing is said that one can un
until this is accomplished. It d ics not derstand regarding the sectarian school
concern the public whether the Kian issue except one understands that this
has a membership of one or fifty thou platform has determined to try to sit
sand in Maine but we recognize that on two stools. It mildly criticises
they are blazing a .rail which hordes “government
by
secret
societies’
will follow.
/
which may ertean the Eilts, the Masons,
I predict that any’pclitician. Repub the Ku Klux, the Knights of Colum
lican or Democrat, who publicly de bus or the Dorcas Society.
nounces the Kian is due for a rude
It never mentions the primary elec
awakening in June and September.
tion law, on which it was so out
A Klim Sympathizer.
spoken two years ago, and against
Union. Me., March 14.
which its leader has been so insistent
on the public platform. It mentions
FULL LINE OF
the Water-Power Issue and this is its
best paragraph. One may at least unCOLUMBIA RECORDS
j derstand this—that it desires to furI her private development and that it
STONINGTON
i favors development by private capital
FURNITURE CO
j and no restriction should be placed
L. MARCUS, 313*315 Main Qtraat
on such except as "are necessary to
_______ ROCKLAND MAINE
protect the people against unreason
able charges, for service and such as
PICTURE FR AM ING—Saws sharpened, all will prevent the power from being di
kinds of shop carpenter work promptly' and verted from use within the State,"
carefully done. EDWIN H MAXI V. over Pay
This is- all to the good—except that
son’s store, at tlie Krook
probably Mr. Redman, candidate for
Senator, will not approve. He says
that the laws of this sort preventing
power-transmission beyond the borders
are unconstitutional.
The closing paragraph of the plat
form is fine. It calls on all who sym
pathize with these principles and poli
cies to unite with the Democrats in
the coining campaign. As well unite
with a spell of foggy weather.
$15.CO and $17.00 values

ift Literary Digest?
Right on the back page—March 15th

Mn C

DIVERSITY OF INCOME—
*
Central Maine Power Com
pany serves over 265,000 people in oneeighth of the area of the State. Included
in this one-eighth of the State are over 500
induseries—100 of which arc different
KINDS of industries.
It little matters to the Company’s earn
ings as a whole if one locality or one in
dustry ha3 a lean year, a strike or period
of depression—148 cities, towns and vil
lages go right on using lights and power
for their homes and industries.

This diversity of income has made it
pcssible for this Company to pay divi
dends on its 7% Preferred Stock for the
past 18 years—69 consecutive dividends
—and ALWAYS from EARNINGS.
Yield 6/2% net.

A legal investment for
Maine Savings Banks

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Augusta, Maine

And in colors, too.

issue!

Come to my

store and see the styles about which Ye

Jolly Little Tailor told you. Ed. V. Price
& Co. clothes are known for fine woolens,
flawless fit, the very utmost in exclusive
stylbe. You’ll get the poise and comfort
that comes only from individually tailored
clothes. The style will he “stitched in to
stay.” Your satisfaction is assured.

D. V. Price & Co.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

M. P. Preferred

Price $107.50.

a

Bride’s First Biscuits,” Says

VALUE EXTRAORDINARY
—IN—

is a Good Investment

I

“Flat

PLATFORM*

MERCHANT TAILORED CLOTHES

are s*’1d only through established dealers who arc ex
perienced in taking measures and giving correct dcscriptioas.
I am here 365 days a year to serve you. Why take
chances with so called “tailor made" clothes, when
genuine Ed. V. Price & Co. quality Is offered at emi
nently reasonable prices? Their thirty-year reputation
batksSue up and is your guarantee of real clothes value.

C. A HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, -

ROCKLAND

A SERVICE THAT ,3
THOROUGH AND HUMAN
Custcmers cf the Rockland

National

Bank

find that the additional effort which we put

into our service, makes it thorough and hu
man—assuring very satisfactory results.

Accounts subject to check aro invited.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Tiie Rockland
N, ational
Bank
R
M
ockland

aine

2',EMBEJ’ rOERAL •RESERVE SYSTEM :i!ij|

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND, - ■ • MAINE

Office Hours—9 ta 3

Saturdays 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

STRAND THEATRE
Corinne Griffith is starring today in
"Divorce Coupons," the story of the
transformation of a fortune-hunting
adventuress into a loving, dutiful wife.
When Linda Catherton married Roland
Bland, she wrote to her friend: "I'll
have divorce coupons on my bonds of
matrrimony.” In other words, she tn
tended to risk a few years of married
life for the sake of a big alimony. In
spite of her cold-blooded plans, how
ever, she found herself falling in love
with her husband. The picture lias
been lavishly produced and its cast in
eludes Corinne Griffith, Holmes E.
Herbert. Vincent Coleman and Mona
Lisa.
A picture that will delight everyone
who sees it comes Tor Monday and
Tuesday. It is Goldwyn’s first King
Vidor production, “Three Wise Fools,"
fashioned by the director himself from
the sucressful stage play. This comedydrama had a three years’ run on the
speaking stage. The screen version sets
before the eye several important
scenes that were Just hinted at. or
which took place off-stage, in the play
version. One is a spectacular jailbreak in which the heroine's father
escapes with two other convicts who
had staged the flight, The Jail de
livery, by armored motoY-car, is one
of the most exciting sequences which
we have recently seen. The characters
in the story have the feeling of reality
and charm which they had in the
spoken play. Eleanor Boardman, fresh
from her triumph in "Souls For Sale,”
plays the leading feminine role with
exquisite charm and understanding.
Claude Gillingwater, who acted the role
of Findley in the stage version, has
the same role in the photoplay and
plays it so well that screen fails should
see to it he is never allowed to stop
acting for the flints. He is one of the
“three wise fools;" the other two are
veterans of the stage, William H. Crane
and Alec Francis. They enlist the
sympathies for the three old cronies
who agree to take charge of the daugh
ter of the woman they had loved in
vain in their youth. John Sainpolis as
the girl's father, falsely Imprisoned f r
forgery. nnd William Haines as hetlover, help the others to make “Three
Wise Fools” a livihg, breathing screen
masterpiece,—adv.

It’s certain to suit YOU.
Be sure tbs “White House” it on every label

1.3 and 5 lb. packages only

WHITE HOUSE
NONE
.l

I

BETTER

AT

ANY

PRICE

.'a

W A N T BI D

to Sxchangs new furniture tor your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modorn
furniture for vour oid; also ranges and musical instruments.

V.

F.

STUDLEY

279-285 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
os-rf

Headach^
Safe, sure relief from the nausea, pain,
misery of Sick Headache is found in
the genuine "L.F." Atwood's Medicine—
Considered a home necessity, by thou
sands nf women for 71 years. Try
it. Large bottle 50 cents—1 cent
a dose. All dealers.
“L.F." MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Maine.

Rockland

Every-0 her-Day

Courier-Gazette,

TALK OF THE TOWN

Saturday,

March

15,

UNIVERSALIST

CHURCH

CHURCH
Sunday Morning 10:30

SUNDAY, MARCH 16

E. B. Hastings & Co.
«
Look at our
North Window
Full ot.

SILK HOSIERY

The City Club dined at tlie Thorn
dike Hotel last night. There was no
special program.

All Sizes and Colors

The Past Noble Grands’ Association
will meet in Camden at Odd Fellows
hall, Wednesday.
Supper will be
served by the Rebekahs. Election of
officers.

59 Cts. a pair

Sheriff Thurston, who has been con
fined to his home on Limerock street
with grippe since election day, has
reached the turning point toward im
provement.

The men of the Eastern Star put
on an excellent supper at Temple hall
last night under the guidance of George
L. St. Clair. Frank A. Stack took the
degree in the meeting which followed.

Hyman Rosenbloom who injured one
of his legs two or three weeks ago
while indulging in winter sports on
Kiln Hill, made his reappearance
Thursday,
and
is
philosophically
awaiting the next mixup.

10:30 A. M.
Sermon Subject

Mr. Rounds will Preach on
The Subject

“THE

“THE FAMILY OF GOD”

UNPARDONABLE SIN”

Among other matters he will coneider the question—

Sunday Evening Picture Service

“WHO IS TO SLAME FOR THE

7:30

SCANDALS

IN

WASHINGTON"

He will also make the most signifi
cant statement of his ministry in

“A Profession of Faith”
THE BASIS OF THE NEW
REFORMATION
SEATS ARE FREE
EVERYONE WELCOME
32-33

First Baptist Church

Sunday, March 16

Semiramido Overture,
Rossini
Souvenier,
Drdla
Adagio Lamentoso(Symph. No. 6)
Tchaikovski
Other Evening Music
Offertory—Reverie,
Schytte
Postlude-j-Fantase,
Dubois

FOR SALE

Sunday Morning Music
Prelude—Rienzi’s Prayer, Wagner
Offertory—Romance,
Zitterhart
Postlude—Fanfare,
Dubois

CHARLES H.
286 MAIN STREET.

MOREY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

The sardine factory on Tillson wharf
is being put in readiness for a busy
season. The work is under the direc
tion of Supt. McMahan, and the factory
will be operated by the Lawrence Can
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Hall have
E. F. Berry, cashier of the North
ning Co., for whom it was originally
National Bank, is on a little vacation been down from Portland for a short
built.
stay at the Thorndike Hotel.
trip to Boston.

Commenting - upon the victory for
Bird Branch of the Sunshine Society
daylight saving in Camden last Mont
meets Monday afternoon with Mrs.
day the Herald says: "Daylight Sav
ing put Camden in line with other pro Beil Hall, Summer street.
gressive Mliine towns, and will satisfy
Peter Nelson, who has been making
our athletes and summer visitors as
his home In this etty since his retire
well.”
ment from the Navy, sails the 27th
from New York for Queenstown, imd
When the United States Navy gets
in pursuit of the steamship mail rob eventually will go to his old home In
bers there follows one of the most Denmark for an indefinite stay.

E. E. Gillette is in the city over Sun
day, catching up with the drift of local
affairs as formulated by the ’'Night
Court" of the Thorndike Hotel, of
which he is an honorary member.

Built By

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, “Soul.” Sunday
School at 12.
The reading room is
located in the new Bicknell block and
is open every week day from 2 to 6

p. m.

sees
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
Sunday morning the pastor will speak
on the subject, “The Church and the
100 percent American.” The evening
service at 7.15 begins with service of
song followed by sermon by the pas
tor. Music at both services by the
chorus choir conducted by Mrs. Philip
Howard. Sunday School meets at 12.00
with classes for all. Epworth League
at 6.15, led by D. S. Beech, topic,
Christ Accepting the Father's Com
mission.’’ Prayer meeting Tuesday eye
ing at 7.30.

Take a piece of belting, lay it on the face of
the Oneida, note how the oval crown hugs the
belt. Try this on an angle crown pulley and note
the absence of belt contact at the center where
belt pull is always the greatest.

Why You Should Specify Oneida
The oval crown gives perfect belt contact permitting
the use of loose bolts which means lasting belts, less strain
on the journal bearing, a general easing up of friction
with the resultant caving of fuel.

The largest pulley order ever placed spocified Oneidas.
There were over 40,000 of various sizes.
We are the headquarters for mill supplies, carrying
a complete stock of pulleys, hangers, pillow blocks, coup
lings, collars, shafting, rubber belt, leather belt, belt dress
ing, belt lacing and hooks of all kinds.

We also carry a complete stock of pipe, pipe fittings,
valves, boiler and engine room supplies.
Our prices are right and we can supply your needs
from stock.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING CO.
LIME STREET.

TELEPHONE 360.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

» » • »

—MY—

SHOE BUSINESS

MYLES STANDISH”

At the Congregational church tomor
row morning Mr. Rounds will preach
{on the subject, “The Family of God.”
It will be a significant service. Copies
of "A Profession of Faith” will be dis
tributed. Church school at noon. The
Fellowship League will meet in the
vestry at 6 o’clock.

7.00 p. M.

On account of other business I am offering

THE ONEIDA STEEL PULLEY

|

By Mr. O'Hara

E. B. Hastings & Co.

“THE COURTSHIP OF

I WITH THE CHURCHES

ORGAN RECITAL

The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Veteran
Firemen's Association will hold its
first annual ball Friday evening, April
4, at Havener hall.
Music by the
new Camden orchestra.

For the convenience of many per
sons who desire tn talk directly with
that official a telephone has been in
stalled in Mayor Snow’s office at the
City Building. The call is 907.

Page Three

CONGREGATIONAL

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 5—April 21—Lenten Season.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 17—Washington town meeting.
March 18-19—Camden—"Odd Fellows' Oddi-'
ties" In Camden Opera House.
March 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
March 19—Public auction at B. 4c P. Wo
men's Club rooms, 8. p .m.
March 20—First day of Spring.
April 3—Republican State Contention In
Portland.
April 5 (7.15)—Address by Paul D. Sargent,
Chief Engineer State Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club, subject,
"The State's Interest In Hoad Improvement."
April 9—Easter sale by Congregational Wo
man's Association.
April 18 (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills, lTeshient of Itowdolu College, be. fore the Woman's Educational Club.
March 21—Lecture. Methodist vestry, (7.15)
Rev. H. E. Dunnack, auspices Woman's Edu
cational Club.
April 25—Animated advertising assembly at
the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 20—Easter Sunday.
May 2- Iaicture. Methodist vestry. (7.15)
Kahili O. Brewster. "The Public Schools and
Religious Education," auspices Woman's Edu
cational Club.
June 16—Primary elections.
June 24—Democratic National Convention
meets In New York.

1924.

PARK THEATRE
Today will be tlie last showing of
The Mailman," with Ralph Lewis and
Johnny Walker. There is also a two
reel comedy and a beautiful scctflc
which completes an excellent program.
On Monday and Tuesday, I’ola Negri
n "Shadows of Paris” at the Park.
Pola Negri’s life has been a series of
experiences more dramatic than those
of any drama which she could ever
play,”
says
Photoplay
Magazine,
Hence, the truth of her portrayals.
She has known triumph before the age
of twenty as an actress, she has been
hailed in America as one of the great
est artists of a century. And always
he has been courted by men.” Even
in her new Paramount picture,
Shadows of Paris.”—a dramatic love
story of Parisian underworld and so
ciety life.—adv.

The pastor’s subject at the First
Baptist church Sunday morning will
he "Follow On.” The choir will sing
A Day in Thy Counts,” Rogers. Sunly school at the close of the morn
ing serive. At 4 p.- m. will be the
Children's Happy Hour. Begining at 7
'clock Mr. O'Hara will give an organ
recital. Mr. Browne’s subject at the
evening service will be “Confession."
There will be special irtusic by the
choir. Christian Endeavor service on
Tuesday evening at 6.45, prayer meet
ing at 7.30. Men’s League supper on
Wednesday evening.
• » » •

Sunday at St. Peter’s church: Holy
communion and sermon at 7.30 and
10.30 with music, school following the
later service. Evening prayer and ser
mon at Thomaston at 7.30, preceded by
school at 6.30. Monday—Confirmation
class at the rectory at 4 and 7 p. m.
Tuesday—"Annunciation of the Blessed
Virgin Mary," celebration at St. Peter’s
at 7.30. Lenten servi-es at the church
in Thomaston at 2.30 followed by the
Guild. Wednesday—At St. Peter's,
holj- communion at 7.30 a. m., vespers
and Bilile study at St. Peter’s chapel
at 7.30 p. m. Thursday—Confirmation
lass at the rectory at 4 and 7 p. m.
Friday—At St. Peter’s, holy com
munion at 7.30, vespers and address
it 7.30 p. m., subject of the address,
Characters of Holy Week.” Choir
practice will follow this service.

WON DOUBLE VICTORY

And Rockland High Debaters
Will Be In the Finals For

St. .George Lodge, I. O. O. F., of
Tenant's Harbor, will confer the sec
ond degree for Knox Lodge, March 24.

You can contract a cold from a
person during conversation if
State Cup.
they stand within a distance of
three feet. You are not safe within 10
That debating is not a lost ait as feet if they cough or sneeze.
far as Knox County High Schools are
Rockland Red Cross.
concerned, was amply demonstrated
yesterday when debating teams from fri|'iiii|iiririi'ii'“;iiaiiliilHiii!5lilHlils
the Rockland. Thomaston and Camden
1855
1924
High Schools met in the forensic arena.
^Mcmorials^
In the ufternoon at Rockland High
School, the local team upheld against
Camden High the affirmative of the
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
question “Resolved, That the United
States should Join the League of Na
WALDOBORO, ME.
tions.” The Rockland team, consist
ing of Herbert Prescott and Wiibur
Frohock, defended the League in the
BORN
ory. and pointed out its successes in
Gilchrest—Thomaston. March 13. to Mr. and
actual practice. The Camden High Mrs. W. W. Gilchrest. a son.
Luce—Waldoboro. March 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
negative team, consisting of Hazel
George Luce, a daughter.
Lunt and Louise Wentworth, present
Achorn Waldoboro, March 10, to Mr. and
ed the familiar objections used against Mrs. Vernon Achorn (Miss Mabel Davis), a
the League In the 1920 political cam daughter, Esther Elizabeth.
paign. The judges, consisting of F. D.
DIED
Rowe, Miss Rita Smith and E. J. Car
Hanley- Rockland, March —, June E.. Infant
ter, rendered an unanimous decision in
daughter of Patrick II. and Hazel M. Hanley of
favor of the Rockland affirmative team. Thomaston, aged 12 days.
In the evening, the Rockland High
Grindle Vinalhaven, March 8, diaries Grin
negative team, consisting of Havenor dle, age 58 years.
Cassens and Abram Fein, Won the de
CARD OF THANKS
bate by a two to one decision from the
I wish to thank the nurses for their kiudnesa
Thomaston High affirmative team, to me during my illness at the Sllaby Hospital,
consisting of Ramos Feehan and also to thank Dr. Jameson and Miss Vanghxn
bringing me through my illness and to thank
Georgia Wyllie. The Rockland High for
Miss Bryant for the kindly interest she took
negative team discarded the old argu in me during my stay.
Mrs. K. V. Wlilte.
ments against the League, and used •
exclusive!# new arguments based upon
the League in actual operation, there- ' FEATHER MATTRESSES
by furnishing to the appreciative au- I
Now is the time to have your
dience the latest information regard- !
Feather Bed made into a FEATHER
ing the League.
This double victory j
MATTRESS.
won by Rockland High enters the
Hair Mattresses also done over.
local school in the finals at Lewiston I
for the State Championship cup.
A. F. IRELAND
Tel. 25-5 THOMASTON
32-41

+■

There will be a Congregational
Circle supper Wednesday, March 19,
SOUTH THOMASTON
with Mrs. J. F. Cooper, chairman, Mrs.
C. F. Snow, Mrs. Frank'Beverage, Miss
L. B. Smith had the ynisfortune re
Howard. Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt, Mrs. A.
thrilling scenes ever witnessed in the
B. S. Whitehouse, Francis Havener L. Orne, Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, Mrs. Ce cerilly to lose his valuable horse, “Jer
movies. This is one of the many fea
leste Wood, and Miss Annie Frye.
ry.”
Hires in "The Mailman,” showing to nd Charles L. Robinson gathered at
Mr.
Robinsn'g
home
last
night
and
re

The Courier-Gazette certainly is
day at Park Theatre.
Rockland High girls defeated the widely read. A (ew weeks since the
hearsed the second stanza of their
original song. With this task off their crack Hallowell High basketball six at local correspondent inserted an Item
It became definitely known yester hest they listened in on the play. the Arcade last night 12 to 4 in the about Mrs. A. F. Sleeper's rug carpet
day that II. N. Brazier of Rockport is Spring Cleaning," as broadcast by sharpest gills' game fit the season loom she has rc -eived letters and cards
Griffin anil Perry did fine work for the from all over Maine, even as far away
not to be a candidate for the Demo WGY.
At the I'niversalist church the pas
cratic* sheriff nomination, but will run
home team, while Fuller and Woodside as Mt. Vernon and also from Massa tor. Rev. John M. Ratcliff, will speak
for representative to Legislature in
played great ball for Hallowell. The
chusetts. New York. New Hampshire at 10.30 on the subject, “The Un
The current issue of the Saturday
stead. The latest rumor is that Aub
Searsport boys' team failed to show
pardonable Sin.” The church school
Evening Post begins a two-part story,
and Florida.
rey S. Heal of Camden will enter the
up so the championship High School
Much pleasure is being expressed in meets at noon and at 6 o’clock the
entitled "Partridge." which is of more
team played a midget Junior team and
lists.
the village that the Ward place is net Y’ P. C. U. hold their devotional serv
than passing interest with local read
gave the first exhibition of poor sports
ice, Miss Marion Marsh leader. The
ers from the fact that the author, Ben manship credited to them this season. to remain vacant, John Merservcy of
A few of the thrills which will be Ames Williams, summers in the Pe
Rockland having bought It and is mov winter series of Sunday evening pic
ture services will close with the serv
seen in "Three Wise Fools" at Strand nobscot Bay region, and has selected
"If we were to ask a group of 100 ing In.
Theatre Monday and Tuesday are: for his locale one of the northern Knox
A recent letter from Mr. and Mrs. ice at 7.30 when “The Courtship of
persons,
or
less,
whether
they
knew
The break from Jail of hundreds of county towns.
C. L. Sleeper, who have been tour Miles Standish” will be presented.
from memory the words of the two
The Tuesday evening services is held
convicts; the mad dash for freedom in
songs, ‘The Star Spangled Banner' and ing Florida with Orlando as headquar at 7.30. A special lenten topic wlil
an armored car; the pursuit by a
Are hens grateful? "Yes." answers America,' how many would raise their ters. this winter, tells that they are
SPRUCE HEAD
be discussed. The postponed meeting
bombing airplane; the attempt at ven
. K. Mayo of Masonic street, who
homeward bound and scheduled to ar
of the mission circle will be held at the
geance by an escaped convict, and draws his belief from a personal exper hand?” This poser is sent out Just rive the last of this week.
WITH1NGTON
home of Mrs. E. F. Glover on Wednes
many other great moments ! With it ience. During a recent cold spell one now to the Woman's Educational Club
'The church picture Sunday evening
Sunday afternoon nt 3 o'clock two
by the music committee of the Maine
day afternoon. The music will include
all is a wonderful love story.
of Mr. Mayo's misguided biddies lin Federation of Women's Clubs, Mrs. will be "The Challenge of a Greater
pictures will be shown at the chapel,
Pittsburg." Mrs. Ella Watts and Lulu selections froitKlhe Holy City, "Thine
gered outside of the pen and froze her
The masqueade hall of the Veteran tootsy-wootsies. Mr. Mayo took the Henry F. Drummond of Bangor, chair Allen will play the piano and organ, is The Kingdom,” "List The Cherubic the slide “My Country ’Tig of Thee”
Commence Delivery
Firemen's Association in Havener hail hen into the house, thawed out her man. The local club is federated and and Mrs. Maynard Jackson will sing Host;” contralto solo. “Eye Hath Not nnd "The Challenge of a Greater Pitts
last night had liberal patronage and toes, and has permitted her to re accordingly its members are requested at both morning and evening services. Seen," sung by Miss Jones. The regu burg.” The work of the Methodist
APRIL 1st
lar quartet will be assisted by Mrs. church among the foreign people is
was a highly pleasurable affair. The main in his domicile pending conval to memorize the first two stanzas of
Another week of cutting will com
visualized.
TELEPHONE 165J
each,
in
readiness
for
the
March
21
Loretta
Bicknell
and
Miss
Lena
Lawprize winners were:
Best dressed escence. Each day (or as often as hens
plete the removal of the wood from
man, Richard Bartlett; worst dressed lay) this grateful biddy deposits a nice meeting. For good measure add the what is known as the Jesse Sleeper rence.
* « • •
first
two
stanzas
of
"The
Battle
Hymn
man. Ixjweil Condon; best dressed brown egg and then cackles like a
lot. This is the last and largest wood
Morning worship at Littlefjeld Me
woman, Mrs. E. C. Philbrook; worst Rockland Republican. It is manifest of the Republic.” by Julia Ward Howe lot left in town, and has furnished em
dressed woman, Bessie Drake. Tlie by the hen's attitude that she has no by many considered best of all patri ployment for a large crew of men and morial church at 10.30 with sermon by
otic songs. This State music com
Pastor Stuart to children and young
judges were Harry Humphrey, Harold desire to go back to normalcy.
teams since Christmas. The wood was
mittee also requests the club to “ask
people, using as his subject, "The
Philbrook and Mr. Hanley.
purchased by Reed and Davis of Ex
the co-opcration of the newspapers in
Other Worlds." The choir will sing
Hartford newspapers published long
ter, N. H.
your city to print these songs (omit
an anthem and Miss Evelyn Jacobs
• • • •
The Seniors of the High School will obituary notices of the late Forrest
ting the third stanza of 'Star Spangled
ar.d Paul Jameson will play a violin
present their annual play probably Morgan, assistant librarian at the
Farm
Bureau
Meets
duet. The Bible school meets at noon.
Banner') so that everyone may have
April 8 and 9, although the date has Watklnson library. The noted littera
A
most
Interesting
and
instructive
The boys’ group will conduct the C. E.
not been fully decided u.ix>n. The teur. who prepared the early volumes a copy in order to memorize it.”
meeting of the Farm Bureau was held service at 6.15, topic, “The Bible in all
John B. Rogers Producing Co., which of Encyclopedia Americana and aided
Tuesday at the Wessawesskeag Inn the World: How it is sent forth and
GAMES WITH CAMDEN
lias given such good satisfaction in with Rldpath’s History, married Fan
Meal planning was thoroughly dis what it does." The evening service is
years past will supervise the produc nie Fisher, a cousin of Mrs. Ellen Ged
cussed and much valuable information at 7.15, opening exercises and music
tion which will be tfce well known des Fiske of Rockland. Besides bis
The schedule of the Morse High imparted by Miss Claire E. Herrick arranged by Mrs. F. B. Gregory. The
“Bimbo.” Celia Brault will probably wife he leaves two sons—Victor F. School baseball team contains two home demonstration agent for the
music will include a selection' by the
have the feminine lead with Dot Breen Morgan of New Haven and Prof. Bay pending games with Camden High— Knox and Lincoln .Farm Bureau,
church orchestra, a selection by the
Adelaide Shepherd. Helen Griffin and ard Q. Morgan of the University of one May 24 and one June 14. “Beany” delicious dinner was served at noon
choir with solo parts by Grace Dormlin
Isabel Kirkpatrick also in leading roles. Wisconsin: and two daughters—Mrs. Stover, the Bath team’s premier pitcher having as the principal dish, baked
and Frank Gregory; vocal solo. “Sing
Elmer Rising will he the leading man Earle Buckingham of Hartford and will be missing this season. Veterans ham and potatoes, prepared there un
ing in God's Acre" by Doris Daggett;
supported by Fred Stewart, Kenneth Mrs. Irving Scott of Buffalo, and a who are available include Byron “Red” der the direction of Miss Herrick
vocal quartet by Misses Carrie Biagg,
Nosworthy and Havenor Casscns. Beth half-sister. Mrs. Ada Strong of Ros- Spinney, Norman McCabe and John
As usual, Mrs. L. B. Smith proved a Olive Bragg. Evelyn Jacobs and Doris
Hager is talent manager.
“Tony” Olinto, for the infield and most charming hostess and the bureau
lindale, Mass.
Daggett; violin solo, “Humoresque'
“Tony” being also available as an out is very fortunate in haying such an
by Paul Jameson with piano accom
Some time ago there appeared in
John H. McGrath arrived Thursday fielder: “Hank” Sheridan and Alex ideal place so well equipped in which
the papers an article telling of the night from a three weeks trip which ander McDonald, pitchers and utility to hold the "food meetings." Mrs, paniment by Evelyn Jacrtbs; vocal
duet, “Better Each Day” by Miss Grace
work of florists, whereby the color of eventually landed him in Eagle Rock, William Perry and George Larrabee.
Smith’s kindness is greatly appreclat Dorman and Mrs. Frank Gregory;
plants and flowers might be changed Va., where he was Ihe guest for five
ed.
'
vocal solo, “Jesus is Real to Me" by
to suit the taste of the customer or days of that delightful host,'James H.
E. J. Brewer—Paper hanging and
The following ladles were present Eliabeth Harding and vocal duet by
owner, through some chemical process, McNamara. Jimmy is a busy man celling work. Tel. 14.
31*36
Mrs. Helen Rackliff, Mrs. Nellie Water Misses Lina Sawyer and Dorothy
Cut flowers if placed in a receptacle these days but when he saw the smil
man. Mrs. Ava Brazier, Mrs.- Mabel Allen. The subject of Mir. Stuart’s ad
in which some coloring matter had ing features of John McGrath in the
Putnam, Mrs. Gene Morgan, Mrs. Ber dress will be “Now.” I’rayer meetings
been put. would change their color by doorway he threw his lid on top of
nice Sleeper. Mrs. Luke Allen, Mrs, Friday evenings at the homes of Mr.
absorption after a short time.' For Eagle Rock, tossed down his play VARIETY PLEASES CHILDREN
Marian Smith. Mrs. L. B. Smith, Mrs and Mrs. Earl U. Chaples, 144 Cam
instance, pinks or roses might be things, and prepared to give hie old
Agnes Bartlett and Miss Herrick
den street and Mr. and.Mrs. Benjamin
changed to blue or green or whatever Rockland friend a good time. How Youngsters Will Eat More Bread If
The next meeting will be held April Bisbee, 62 Camden street.
the desired color might ibe. The article well he succeeded let John tell you.
Different Kinde Aro Served,
22 with “The Adaptation of Patterns”
intimated that this process of Chang One of their side trips was to Roanoke
Especially for Lunch.
as project work.
AMERICAN'S CREED
ing the color of flowers was a re where they attended church. Rock
I believe in the United States
cei.t discovery.
“The article was land friends will regret to learn
Children will often eat more ^read If
of America as a government of
brought to mind when my attention that Mr. McNamara’s business duties different kinds are served, especially
the people, by the people, for the
was called to some yellow pinks re will permit him no opportunity to visit
for
the
basket
lunch
at
achool
or
the
people whose Just powers are de
cently,” writes a reader. “In looking his Rockland home the present year.
rived from the consent of the gov
through an old botany, published in In Washington Mr. McGrath received hot school lunch, says the United
erned; a democracy in a repub
1845, I find the same idea with this a most cordial greeting from Gen. H. States Department of Agriculture.
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
statement Tr a plant be watered by M. Lord and his assistant, Fred W. Sometimes so simple a change as bak
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
any colored liquid, the stem will, in Wight. Some Interesting reminiscen ing the bread In a new form—a twist,
one and inseparable, established
time, show that this fluid has ascend ces concerning the good old days on for example, Instead of a loaf—or cut
Dealers wanted in open territory. Liberal discount.
upon those principles of freedom,
ed into it.’ Thus we are reminded "The Pint Below the Gas House” ting bread and butter In a fancy shape
equality,
justice
and
humanity
that there is nothing new under the were recalled. John dropped In to see with a cooky cutter will Increase a
Write now for details.
for which American patriots sac- •
sun. as the Wise Man hath said.”
what Congress was doing, but con child's relish tot It So, too, will a
rificed their lives and fortunes.
*
fesses that he was only mildly inter change of flavor, obtained by addiDg
1 therefore believe It is my •
At the Owls Head annual town ested in the Teapot Dome contro a few raisins, dried currants or nut
duty to my country to love it; *
meeting, to be held at the Town Hall, versy. In the course ot his rounds ot MM*.
to support Its Constitution; to *
March 17, a dinner of baked beans, the New York Theatres Mr. McGrath
obey its laws: to respect Its flag; *
5 Talbot Avenue.
Rockland.
Tel. 576-R.
pressed ham and esoalloped potatoes had the satisfaction. of hearing that
and to defend It againet all ene- *
will be served. Price 25 cents.
{alented Rockland soprano, Kitty Mc
mies.
•
The charge for publishing a Cir.l of Thanks
T31-S3S.
Laughlin at Strand Theatre.
to 66 cents, cash io accompany the order.
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APPERSON
STILL LEADS
ONE YEAR AHEAD

HAS ’EM ALL
THE

THREE BIG FEATURES

MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
FOUR WHEEL BRAKES
BALLOON TIRES.

PRICES: $1395 to $2195 F. 0. B. Factory

A. C. JONES
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Page Four

RACKLIFFE'S LOG
Rockland Man Sees the Flying
Fishes

Play

ROCKVILLE.
If you don’t think we have a second
winter gome up to Rockville and look
at the hills and fields, pond and drifted
roads. The weather man after mis
leading us to think that spring was
close at hand by giving us warm,
beautiful weather, began Tuesday to
show that it was still March by contri
buting a real, old-fashioned blustering
northeast snow storm. The men are
out In force breaking out roads. The
storm will do for the "Lion" gale
which Is due next Thursday.
The firs; traveler to go past after the
storm was Mr. Clark of West Rockport
with horse and sleigh. The only one
using "shanks mare” was * Leroy
Tolman of this place who is employed
by the John Bird Co.. Rockland. Both
got an early start.
Xow that the excitement of the
Carroll fire and of the Ro. kland elec
tion has passed everybody is looking

.LADIES
Consider it to be
Valuable nedicine
Per Colic and Pains in
the Stomach or Bowels.
Prepared by the Nottryar Medicine Co., Norway. Me.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
If It fade to twriift you when vaodstrirtlyeadlreolrd on
Ute tuaute wra, y«r. IryabotUe. Sold by aadruteia.

ui ltfnraii, iraata

and

Ing small Island called Narassa; has a
lighthouse on it, nothing else. Have
passed several ships today. Have been
making 14 5-8 knots tor the past 24

Watches Ihcurs-

19

p- m-

have

befn

havlna

|movln8 pictures on the after deck and
Snips Hoisted through the|a pie eating contest among the soldiers. The chaplain had six blueberry
Canal.
pies made with no top crusts. Six men
volunteered. Their hands were tied
On a recent trip to St. Thomas, behind them, and the pies were set on
where he is now engaged in govern deck in tin plates. The men laid flat
ment work. H. V. Rackllff of this on their stomachs and started—50
city kept a ''log." The principal in' cents to the winner. It took one about
four minutes to clean out his plate,
cidents of his voyage are here set
but I don't know how long it took them
forth.
to clean up their faces. There la a
dance in the social hall. Fifth day's
I left Rockland Jan. 17, and sailed run was 302 miles.
Jan. 24. Clear and warm. 85 de
from Pier Xo. 2 Army Transport
grees; strong X. E. wind; ship rolling
Docks. Brooklyn Jan. 19, on the U. S
some; sea breaking over her quarter
Army Transport, St. Mihiel. Hud light juite often. It has been clear all day,
S. W. winds; temperature 40 degrees. but quite rough. St veral seas boardDropped our pilot at 3.45 p. m. and 'll us, both forward and aft, flooding
headed out to sea, with very little tome staterooms on the port side.
swell. Have been down getting ac Mine- Is on the starboard side ro I can
quainted with my roommate, Lieut. keep my ports open Sixth day's run
Tatiem. We have on board 120 first was 291 miles to Colon.
Jan. 25. Arrived in Cristobal at 8.30
class passengers, Including seven Col
onels, three Majors, three Captains, 14 a. m. A fine day, I got a train ut 9.10
Lieutenants and most of them have a. nt. and went over to Panama to look
their wives and families with them the Canal over. Saw lots of large
There are quite a few second class and ships passing through the canal; also
ots of [Kind lilies and beautiful flow
about 500 soldiers on the lower deck.
This Is a fine ship. 500 feet long, ?§>55 ers growing all along the canal banks.
tons. Capt Oliver of Bath in command. It Is very hot ashore—94 degrees in the
First day's run was 259 miles. Wind shade.
S. W.; light long swell running; quite
Fine and hot. Took train
few sick ones. Shut in thick, rain
Jan. 20.
and snow at 10.30 last night; slowed it 9.10 a. m. ever to Gatun. It is
down to half speed; kept whistle going about seven miles long. Went up to
until 5.30 a. m„ then full speed; 9.30 see some ships pass through the locks.
a. m.. light rain falling; 6 p. m„ been Three passed through while I was
raining most all day; wind S. W there. It takes about 40 minutes to lift
strong. Ship rolling some, but making thtm In the three locks to the level of
good progress Quite n few of the of Gatun Lake, 85 feet above sea level.
ficers have Introduced themselves. There are three 29-foot lifts. It takes
Major Smith Is returning to the Isth eight minutes to fill a lock, 100x1000
mus with his wife and three-year- feet. The charge for loaded ships Is
old daughter, Virginia.
>1.20 a ton; light ships. 70 cents a ton.
The average cost per ship is about
• • • •
$5000. During the month of Decem
Second day’s run Jan. 21 was 343 ber. 1923, 507 ships passed through.
miles. Overcast; strong west wind;
Jan. 27, Sunday. Went up town and
long swell running; good many seasick got a paper. Not a Sunday paper
At 2 p. m. had boat drill While we from the States, though they had
were cut on deck a sea broke Into our some on sale dated Jan. 6. In
port lights; am having the boy ball the afternoon went to a ball game.
out the room. Got acquainted with Colon won from the Army 8 to 5. A
quite a few more people today. 10 p. m.
very hot day.
have all been out watching the boxing
Jan. 28. Very clear; strong X. E.
and wrestling matches on the lower winds; very hot; several ships passing
deck, between the soldiers. Heard to on their way to the canal. 12 noon, we
night there was a blizzard in New are taking on passengers for Porto
York. They started the electric fans Rico. We have nine first class pas
in the dining hall tonight at dinner. sengers and about 200 soldiers on deck.
Third day's run was 340 miles.
We have two Genirals and several
Jan. 22. Strong N. E. winds now. Colonels. Majors ar.d Captains. Sail
forward to Rockport town meeting
We
are
In
the
N.
E„
trade
winds
now,
ed at 1 p. m. sharp, cleared the harbor
next Monday and hopes the women
voters will know who and what they heading about due south, going fine. of Lemon and headed for Porto Rico,
Temperature
80
degrees
in
my
room
are voting for. Daylight saving is to be
a distance of 993 miles.
• • • •
expected of course to keep in line with V'ith ports open and electric fan going
all night. Still overcast but mostly
Rockland and Camden.
Jan.
29.
Strong
X. E. wind; not
Gulf clouds. Just passed through a
Mrs. Flora Thayes is ill.
much sea: very few seasick ones. At
big
school
of
flying
fish.
2.10
p.
m.,
Mrs. Abbie Kirkpatrick who has been
having some 12 noon had run 301 ntiies; did not see
ill since Christmas with bronchitis is passing San Salvadore;
Quite a few of the |a ,blng al1 daj'
light
rain
squalls.
still confined to her home.
Jan. 30. A most beautiful day. Kan
seasick ones came to lunch today as
this Is the first land we have seen since Into the S. E. trade winds this morn
leaving Xew Y’ork, it makes them feel ing; light and smooth sea; some cool
WEST ROCKPORT
better. 9.45 p. m.. wind moderating; er today. Have se-n no living thing
ship going very smooth*. “Saw‘“three|today but fl>lns "sb Made 333
The Mission Circle met Thursday ships going north this afternoon., Jan. 31. „A „
perfect day. Arrived at
with Mrs. Anna Clark.
There are very few clouds, and a flne|San Juan'
~ at ''■30 a' m While
Old March has been shaking herself
moon. It is 82 degrees in my room, here saw two Rockland, Maine vessels
for several days past. Wednesday
the Augusta Snow and the Friend
with two ports open and fan going.
proved to be the most disagreeable day
Ship making 14*4 knots an hour. ship.
of a very mild winter.
Feb. 1. Very hot. Went on board
Fourth day’s run was 351 miles.
The three-act comedy given by the
Jan. 23. Weather fine; light N. E. the Friendship. She is owned by the
young people of Mt. Pleasant Grange
winds; smooth sea; clear and warm. Lawrence Corporation of Rockland
Friday evening was largely attended
Passing East end of Cuba, 7.30 a. m.; Met Capt. Engals. he is a typical down
in spite of the bad weather and travel
11.45 a. m., Hayti on port bow. A love East boy, from Eastport. Met a Mr.
ing and $25 was cleared.
ly day, smooth and fine. 3. p. m. pass- Colson on hoard. He has been in San
Kenneth Heald has returned to his
Juan for 18 years—a newspaper man
work in Camden.
now, was Secretary of State for Gov
.Mr. and Mis. George Orbeton have
Riley at one time. Capt. Engals in
Promotes
warmth,
returned to New Hampshire.
slsted on my going off on board the
comfort,
Xo school Wednesday on account of
Augusta Snow and meet Capt. Look
builds energy
the severe storm and blocked roads.
I find Capt. Look a fine Maine man
from Jonesport. We had dinner on
Robert U. Collins is prepared to ren
board and stayed till 6 p. m. The cap
der assistance in making out income
tain brought us ashore In his launch
EMULSION
tax returns.
adv. tf.
I then went on hoard the Steamer
Catherine. Sailed at 9 p. m. for St
Thomas. V. I.
.
Feb. 2. Arrived at St. Thomas at
a. m. Hired a small boat to take me
over to the U. S. S. Ranger where
met Capt. Matterson, Lieut. Ratti and
Engineer C. F. Morrill, with whom
will work at wire dragging, during the
coming season.
H. V. Rackllff.
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SCOTTS

RUNABOUT

LONELIEST ISLAND

[Expedition Will Solve Mystery
of This Bit of Antarctic
Land.

Starter and Demountable Rims $S5 extra

Order Y©w F©rd
Now?
Each spring the demand for Fcrd Runabouts is far in excess
of the immediate supply
Fast in traffic, easy to park and fitted with ample luggage
space, the Ford Runabout is especially adapted for the work
cf salesmen and others who must conserve time and energy in
making their daily calls.
If you do not wish to pay cash for your car, you can arrange
for a small payment down and easy terms on the balance.
Or you can buy on the Ford Weekly Purchase Plan.

Detroit, Michigan
See the Nearest Authorized Ford Dealer

F-57C

CARS • TRUCKS • TRACTORS

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
TEL 333.

ROCKLAND

Every-Otk* -Day

"The loneliest bit of land In all the
I lonely seas of the earth perhai>s
Bouvet Island, the object of an expe
ditlon which recently left this country
for the Antarctic," says a bulletin from
the Washington. D. C., headquarters
| of the National Geographic Society.
“Two of Its nearest Inhabited neigh
I bors to the north are Tristan
Cunha, another lonely bit of land ris
ing out of the s»a on the longitudina
ridge of the Atlantic Ocean, which
supports only about 75 people, and
Cape Town on the southern tip of Af
rica, both of which are about 1,200 miles
I away.
Seldom Sighted
"So far as now is known, no one
I lives on Bouvet Island; in fact, few
noted explorers ever visited it, few
whalers or sealers ever sighted its
snowy outlines against the cold South
Bolar skies, and for a long time its
| very existence was doubted.
"The French ixplorer. M. des Loziers
I Bouvet In 1738. while following the
southern Ice-pack for a considerable
distance and marveling at the great
flat-topped Antarctic Icebergs which
swung Into his line of vision flr.st
sighted a high land covered with snow
which looked to him like a great head
land. He was unable however, to de
termine whether this new land he had
discovered was an Island or a part of a
| continent. But the captain of the
‘Aigle’ presented bis pilot with a handI some sum of money for directing the
vessel toward a hitherto unchartered
piece of land and he called the head
land which caught his eye ‘Cap de la
Circoncision,’ in honor of *the day of
the discovery—a name which it still
bears.
Discovery Doubted For Century and
a Half
"The desire to solve the problem
I prisented in this mysterious bit of land
in the ocean tempted the explorer to
put his ships at it for twelve days,
but the great sheets of Ice which bor<
down upon him. together with the

heavy fog, proved as effective as a

“Even festtee
my former

213

And Costs

Less

Advantages of both Hudson arc the former Essex era
combined in the new Essex Coach.

And with finer body and a 6-cylinder motor, built on
Hudson patents, its cost is 5170 less than Essex closed car
comforts ever sold for.

It continues the famous Esse
economy end reliability.

qualities of performance.

Steering is like guiding a bicycle. Gears shift easily Care of
the car calls for little more than keeping it lubricated.
Its economy includes not only exceptional gas, oil and tire
mileage, but a policy of minimum maintenance cost with
Darts prices that will astonish you.

ESSEX COACH ’975
louring Modei(850—Freight and tax extra

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY
6£5 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND.

hostile diet in making hint keep his |
distance from the shore.
"For many years his discovery of the I
island was doubted, other mariners ar
guing that he had sighted only ice
bergs. but he had found land in lati- i
tude 54 deg. 26 min. S. and longitude!
deg. 24 min. E. a fact which was ver- j
ifled 161 years later, within our own I
memory, when Professor Chun of
Leipzig in the 'Valdivia' confirmed the
Frenchman's claims.
"Though it has been said that Bou
vet Island has not the remotest con-1
nectlon with any of the other islands '
or land3 of the Antarctic, it is general- I
ly believed that its fauna, climate, and
physical characteristics will prove to
be Antarctic in character, but there
are as yet no reports on which to base
such statements.
Covered By Vast Glacier
"The ‘Valdivia’ expedition satisfied
the world that Thompson Island did
not exist and that the previously re
ported Lindsay and Liverpool Islands
were identical with Bouvet Island,
which is described as being volcanic
and covered with one vast glacier.
“A landing was not made on the is
land, however, and no trees could be
seen through the telescope, though
Bouvet and Lindsay, a whaler, had
thought they noticed trees or shrubs.
Captain Benjamin Morrell reported
that during his Antarctic voyage of
1822-23 he visited Bouvet Island and
caught many seals there.
"Soundings in the immediate vi
cinity of the island have proved that it
is located in a fairly regular and deep
depression on the ocean bottom meas
uring more than 10.000 feet in depth.”
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Smoke with a smile1
The smile of satis
faction derived from
the mild fragrance
of a
B.C.M.cigar
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Been Wise Enough to
Advertise He Could
I Have Sat Still and Waited For
; Honest Men to Come to Him.

STRIPS

Macula is bub 3-d js ;»N Co, M

■
I0GENES Looked For an ■
: || )) Honest Man. IfHeHad "
'
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Sixteen or Sixty
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COFFEE
Is a healthful, delightful, harmless
beverage, because it is made of
only Nature’s best, choicest berries;
thoroughly ripened, aged and
properly roasted

ASK

YOUR

GROCER
m
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Every-Other-Day
MUSIC

AND

MUSICIANS

Always
What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To For
ward the Interests of Musical Art *

on the evening tof March 28. The
splendid new organ in that church
will be used in several numbers,
thereby adding much richness to a
most interesting program.

INFLAMMATORY

« • • •

Over 100 Years^of Success
A Doctor’s* Prescription
For Internal and External Use

Miss Kitty McLaughlin, soprano, and
Alfredo Gandolfl, "baritone, from the
Chicago Opera Co., were the solo art
ists at the Rubinstein Club, New York,
(Mrs. William Rogers Chapman presi
dent) Tuesday. Tomorrow evening Miss
McLaughlin and Sudworth Fraier.
tenor, will lie heard in recital at Hotel
Vanderbilt. Scenes-from the operas in
costume have been presented the past
four weeks at the New York and Brook
lyn Strand Theatres .by Miss M ’Laugh
lin and Louis Dornay, Dutch tenor,
and Sig. Gandolfl, baritone.

Completely Relieved by
"Fiull-a-tlves”

lck Grindle.
Mr. Grindle spent the
greater part of his life in this town,
where he was employed at his trade
of stonecutting. He was an Odd Fel
low and Ik longed to the Subordinate
I.odge, Island Home Encampment, and
Canton Vinalhaven. Mr. Grindle was a
most respected and esteemed citizen
and leaves many relatives and friends
to mourn his loss. Besides his wife,
lie is survived by a soil, Bin e and
three brothirS, Judson of Bluiiiiil,
Eugene of New York and Frederi k of
Rockland. Funeral services were held
Tuesday at the home. Rev. E. \V.
Stebbins, pastor of Union Church of
ficiating. Star of Hope Lodge attend
ed in a body with the following Can
tons as an escort: William lanvry.
Wfl'lam Claytor, Mr. Olson, Arthur
Pears. M Iviil ■ Smith and Aubrey
Ames. There y.as an abundance of
beautiful floral offerings. Interment
v.-as made in Carve;'* Cemeiery. Tie
bearers were members of Canton Vi
nalhaven.

; MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

r Augusta. A §7 00 a. m , t’ 30 a. r*.. 1110 p. mJ
Bangui. A§7.00 a. in.,|7.3O a. ni., tl.lOp. m.
Boston, A j (K)a m.,f7.30a ni.. jLWp.m.
Brunswick,A§7.00a.in.,t»-30a. in., tl lOp. m.,
|5.3O p. in.
.
'
Lewiston, A|7.0Qa. m , 17.30 a. in., T 1.10 p. m.
New York. tl.lOp. ni.
Portland, A §7.00 a. in., t7.30 a. m., tl.lOp. m.,
15.30 p. in.
,
i
Waters file, A57.I8) a.ni.,f7.3l)a. in . 11 10 p. m.
Woolwich, At7.oo .i tn , t«'.3O a m., tl.lO p. m..
15.30 p. m.
A Passengers provide ov.n ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
t ti.uiv, except Sunday.
,
D. C. DOL'CLASS,
M. L. HARRIS, *
9 24-23 V. I’. aOin'IMgr. Gen'l Passenger

There has been a series running in her to stab her, Calve darted behind
Musical America dealing with the old an apple-art, which was then a part
Metropolitan Opera House days which of the stage decoction. The tenor
is highly Interesting. I did not make kept after her rjjd Calve kept on,
note of the author’s name, but who ’round and ’round, until the audience
ever he is, lie has made tlie account was in a g.iie of laughter. After
Famous
an intimate and understanding one. working her audience to a pitch of
39 N. Ashland St., Worcester, Mass.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
My readers may enjoy some extracts amusement, she suddenly took the
The famous old anodyne that is
“Eight years ago, I was laid up
telling of those whose names are middle of tlie stage and ended the
with inflammatory Rheumatism;
different from others.
For more
BANGOR LINE
familiar.
a ene with such tragic intensity that
scarcely able to move hand or foot.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
than
a
century
it
has
proved
it
’
s
mas

“Xo account of affairs at the Metrop the house was ahr.jKt swept to its feet
There was Kidney Trouble, miser
Leave Roeldund Mondays and Thursdays At
tery over Colds, Coughs, Grippe,
olitan during the eighties would be it the end of the opera.”
6.00 I*. M. for Boston.
able Indigestion and Liverdifficulties.
»
»
»
•
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays- and Fftdayi
Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills, Sprains,
complete without mention of the de
Geraldine Farrar appeared in recital
Soon as I began to use “Fruit-aat 5.00 P. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
I interrupt these re -idle tions to re
but there of Joseph Hofmann on Nov.
tives”, I could see improvement, I
last Sunday afternoon at the Boston
Bums, Cuts, etc. The family safe
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. M.;
29, 1887. Hofmann was then not 12 peat a story a'bout Calve that Mr.
was relieved of Constipation and Liver
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
Opera House, her first reeital here
guard against suffering and serious
due Winterport ?».«?) A. M.
Trouble, and have been 100% better
years old, and Iris coming had been fhapman told us when he was negosince the close of her operatic days. 1
troubles
in
thousands
of
homes
Rjturn—Leave Wiuterport Mondays
and
of Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble”.
heralded.
The
program included iating for her far -the Maine Festivals
have seen but one review, but it goes
Thursdays at 10.00 A. M. for Bouton and way
throughout the land.
Mrs.
ALBERT
YOUNG.
Beethoven’s First Concerto, accom seme years ago. lie arranged for an
landings,
due
the
following
morning
about
into some detail:
7.00 A. M.
All dealers. 26 and 60c.
“Fruit-a-tivcs” are made from the
panied by an orchestra cf 100 under interview with Mme. Calve nt her ho
“With her silver gown cut low and
NORTH HAVEN
NOTE: During the close of navigation at
juices of apples, oranges, figs and
tel.
On
his
arriving
there,
the
maid
Adolf Neuendorf; a ‘Polaoca’ by Web
her raven locks piled high, with the
Pargor steamer will run to and from Winterport.
prunes,
and
valuable
tonics,
and
will
told
him
that
Mme.
Calve
could
not
er, arranged by List, also with orches
gleam and glitter of many a jewel and
Dupt. E. A. Smalley of Vinalhaven Pr.eght from and to Bangor will he handled
relieve Rheumatism when used regu
via Bucksport.
tra, and as solos a set of Variations converse in English, neither could she
long trailing black m l rich fan as foil
was in town Monday visiting schools.
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
larly
and
consistently.
by Rameau, a Berceuse and a Waltz understand it. Mr. .Chapman told her
for the whole, Geraldine Farrar re
The Get-to-Gether Circle will hold
bAK HARBOK LINE
50c. a box, 6 for$2.50, trial size 25c.
of his own composition, and a Noc that while he could speak some
turned yesterday afternoon to the
'.eave Rnckiand Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
their
next
meeting
with
Miss
Ina
Bev

At dealers or from Fruit-a-tives
rth* Haven. Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
turne by Chopin.
When the lad French, he preferred to have the in
Boston Opera House for her first re
erage.
Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Ba: Har
walked upon the stage dart In a terview in English and asked the
eital since the close of her operatic
A. F. Barton of Isle au Haul wa# in bor H A M
\
striped blue and gray sailor suit, maid to act as interpreter. So the in- was a moment of hesitation as the days. 'Geraldine Farrar and her com
Return Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at B.Ot
town Tuesday to ’see his launch 1). A.
A. M. for Rockland and way landings.
the audience was amazed at his ttrview proceeded, Mr. Chapman talk blaze spread and the chorus made for pany' read the announcements that
Whitmore
is
building.
VINALHAVEN
BLUE HILL LINE
smallness.
His head, however, im ing to tne maid in English, the maid the wings. Members of the audience preceded her coming, and it was the
A 12 h. p. Knox engine was receive:!
Leave Roekutnd Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
pressed by its size and beautiful sym jabbering in French to Mme. Calve, started to their feet, but Nordiea, in ’Company’ that gave the first number
at Whitmore’s boat shop this week to hark Harbor, South Brooksville, Bargeiiivtlle,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Creed
loft
Mon

metry, and his hands by their unusual and then jabbering in English to Mr. spite of her long flowing robes, went on yesterday’s program, an intermezzo
he installed in one of the new launches liter Isle. Bronklin, South BluehlJl, due Bluehill 11.00 A. M.
development for a child. In the Con Chapman. Mme. Calve’s fascinating calmly to the spot and quietly stamped by Lalo, played by Mr. Malkin, erst day for Boston, where they will attend that arc being built.
Return- Leave Bltiehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
certo he played the difficult Moscheles manner deeply impressed Hie always out the flames. It was all over 'in an while first 'cellist of the Boston Sym the Auto Show.
G.
L.
Quinn
of
Itcckland
Highlands
M. for Korki.tiid and way landings.
A Junior Christian Endeavor was or
cadenza, but it was in the se ond impressionable Chapman, and he said instant, but a panic which might have phony Orchestra, with Mr. Gonvlerre
was in town recently.
His mother,
At Poston c.inne'.tion is made via the Metganized Sunday afternoon at Union
movement that he won bis hearers, o tlie maid in admiring tones. resulted in the loss of lives of hun as his accompanist. Later these two
Mrs. Lucy Quinn, has returned home rcpolltan Line exc.ess freight steamers toe
New York and points South and West.
the
Madame
wonderful'.’’’ dreds had been averted.
autists gave other numbers. Yet it church vestry by Supt. Mrs. Fred with him for an extended visit.
completely reducing them to 'tears and Isn’t
Greenlaw and assistant Mis. Ernest
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
« « • «
cheers.’ His phrasing and musician Whereup a the mad tme manifested
was indisputably Miss Farrar's con
All the schools in town close March
Portland-New York Freioht Service
McIntosh.
ship and tils poetic insight into the great signs of interest and said mo; t
21 for a two weeks’ vacation.
Direct
Height Serv'.ee between Portland and
At a re ption Nordiea, Ternina and cert, although she sang but three
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Osgood have
New York is resumed from the New State Pier.
inner meaning of the works he played vivaciously, “Oh, thank you, thank Lehmann were standing together, and groups of songs, from German anil
moved
from
Lane
’
s
Island
into
the
Os

Portland.
Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
were amazing. After the conclusion you, Meester Chapman!” Mr. Chap to all three was put the question, Slavonic composers, respectively. And
CRIEHAVCN ELECTS
and Situ days meh wav.
good homestead at East Boston.
of the program, a risjuest was made man blinked his eyes and gasped, ‘What do you do when you first go on if in her singing of them there was
Through rales and direct truck connections
W. A. Smith was in Rockland Mon
for someone in the audience to come ' But 1 thought you did not understand the stage?” Lehmann’s reply was: “I little differentiation cf mood or of
Plantation meeting was held in Crie- with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rahttds.
upon the stage and play an original Engiishi” “Oh. but 1 ijaye heard that try to instruct them.” Terminate: “I color, or if her choice of pieces seemed day on a business trip.
haven Monday, with voting “fairly
K. S. SHERMAN, Supt., Rockland. Maine.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Grindie
arrived
theme, which the lad would then de a median times, Mr. Chapman!” tlie try to do my ’best.” Xordiea’s was: ‘1 consistently to favor the slighter
brisk.”
These officers were chosen:
R. S. BHEItMAN. Agent, Rockland. Maine
Monday from Rockland called by the
things
of
worthy
composers
or
if
her
velop. Accordingly, Camille Gurickx, Madame assured him.
Moderator.
Fred
Simpson;
clerk.
Samlook for a sympathetic face and sing
Vinalhaven and Rockland
encores occasionally slipped across the death of their brother, Charles Qrln- ;• l Tuppt r; H. J. McClure* W. T. Bar
a Belgian pianist, came forward, and
t » that person.”
•
♦
•
•
boundary that separates the songs cf dle.
saluting the young artist with respect,
ter and Leslie Wilson, assessors; H.
'The relater of the oi l Metropolitan
Steamboat Co.
Mrs. Beulah Stewart and d lughter
admiration and affection, played an in dny-s says of our own Lillian Nordlva
N idi ,'s tragic death on the other the vaudeville stage, her audience was Helen Eray, returned to Auburndale. Colby Hupper, treasurer; I. W. Tapper,
no
whit
less
happy.
‘
Gerry
’
was
before
tricate theme which in itself was y —whose lirst public concert nppearan - side -of the world away from her
tax collector; If. E. Simpson, con
T’t direct route between
Mass., Monday. While in town they
stable and truant officer; Mrs. Olive RCCKCALD. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
teat of the boy’s knowledge of har was mr.de in Rockland in 1871, at th friends and • associates, was a sad them, with her old-time smile and her
were
guests
of
Mrs.
Freeman
Vinal.
Wilson, school board for three years;
SIGN NGT0N AND SWAN’S ISLAND
mony. Hofmann requested it to be dedication of the Baptist organ: "I,i! climax to a life that had held much old-time glamour, anil enthusiasm ran
'Arthur Arey Is attending the Auto
Peter Mitchell, W. T. Barter and It. II.
repeated three times, and then, geat- Han Nordica had snug for a numbe storm anJ stress. On a farewell tour high.”
Show this week in Boston.
•
•
•
•
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Wils »n, surveyor^ of wood. bark. etc.
ii g himself at the piano, improvised of years before she came to the Me of the world, she was shipwrecked in
Saturday evening at her home Mrs. It was voted to raise $'3(15.19 for
(Subject to chance without notice)
Mrs. Maude Smith of this city, in a
a response to the theme and an elab tropolitan, having made her debut the Gulf cf Papua in December, 1913.
Charles Chilles entertained the follow schools and miscellaneous expenses.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY. JAN. 3.
orate fantasia.
The consensus of abroad in 1879, and having appeal'd Until the following April she remained paper read at a recent meeting of the
1924
ing guests at 500: Mary Simpson,
opinion was that it was not necessary at tile Academy of Music under Ma- it Thursday Island, suffering from a Rubinstein Club, gave an account of
Leaves Swan’s Island dully except Huulaye
Sada Robbins, Faustina Roberts, Ger
to make any allowances for the youth plescn in 1883. She was a iiig-souled severe nervous' breakdown. On April Miss Farrar’s recital in New York
al
5.31)
A.
M.
for
Stonington,
North Haven,
trude Hail, Jennie Patterson, Inez Co
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
of the pianist, nor was there any cause woman, who endeared everyone who 1, 1914, against the advice of her phy City a short time ago. This review
nant,
Carrie
Fifleld,
Edith
Vinal.
ErneReluming
leaves
Rockland
at
1.30
I*. M. for
to say it was good work for a child. was .brought into contact with het sician at Thursday Island, she started Mrs. Smith told us, while stating
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
line Roberts. Lettie Moore, Clyde Mc
He was simply written down as a but slie made the mistake of not re for Batavia, Java, on her way to that she was the old-time “Gerry"
Swan's Island.
Intosh ar.d Laura Sanborn. The first
W. S. WHITE.
phenonemon worthy of the sensation tiring while her singing was fln< Naples, where she was to have met her Farrar in manner and fascination,
prize was awarded to Sada Robbins,
General Manager.
dwelt
more
at
length
on
her
voice
and
he had created."
N- rdiea had in her tlie blood of the husband. At Batavia she contracted
Rockland,
Maine,
Jan.
3. l‘/24.
the booby to Mary Simpson. The
• • 1
old lighting Pilgrims. She built her pneumonia, dying on May 10. Her singing, and almost frankly stated that
hostess received several gifts in honor
Then he gives us some recollections career by hard work ami n aintained friends and accompanist. Romaine it was a pathetic performance; she f her birthday. Supper was served
Read How Mrs. Walsh Was Helped
of
the
fascinating Emma Calve her p sition by the grit that emit line
Simmons, took her body to England spared her voice all possible, attempt and a radio concert enjoyed.
of
t’.ie-hrc.iking-waves- where it was (remated. A singular ed nothing difficult or ambitious, and
by Taking Lydia E. Piskham’s
’’Calve, after 42 years before the pub something
Mrs. Harry Wilson and father F. W.
lie, still draws audiences which many dashed-high spirit.
Her pluck an
faet is that the last resting place of presented to her audience nothing but Crocker returned Saturday from Ban
Vegetable Compound
a youngster is powerless io assemble. presence of mind once caved a situa this great artist who endeared her the shell of what had been. Yet in gor.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
On and off the stage Calve was the tion during a matinee performance
self to such a multitude, not only by this instance by’ her old-time glamour
Guy Peasley was in Rockland Mon
Mannington,
West
Virginia.
—
“
I
took
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
personification of mischief and, even ‘Gotterdamnw rung' lit the Metropoli her art, but by her personality, is un she held her audience fascinated and day.
the Vegetable Compound when havin|
won the highest enthusiasm.
in the most tragic scenes, would some tan which might have had the mos known to the general public."
T.I.phon* 323.
Principal of V. 11. S., Smith B. Hop
the
turn
of
life.
Ihai
times do some ridiculous thing that serious results. During the singing
I shall always consider it good
Rockland
kins. recently received very favorable
been sick for seven 38 Summer Stre.t.
made it difficult for her confreres and the immolation Scene, one of the fortune that 1 heard Mme. Nordiea at
BELFAST BUILDING BOOM
reports of Vinalhaven students at Un
years. I would get
68-tf
members
ol'
tlie
chorus
tilted
the
torch
often for her audience to suppress its
her last appearance at the Maine Fes
iversity of Maine. He was pleased to
a little better, then
laughter. On one occasion, during the he was carrying so that the burning tivals, in 1911 or 1912, not long before
A Belfast correspondent writes: learn that Louie Smith of the fresh
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
1 broke down again.
last act of ‘Carmen,’ when Jose ran at fluid poured out onto ihe door. Ther her death. I had not heard her at her Many are predicting a building boom man class, and Virgil Smith cf the
It would be hard for C. M. WHEELER, D.C.PLC.
lirst appearance at the Festivals years this spring and already plans are be junior class had their names placed on
me to describe how
Chiropractor
before—the opening artist, in fact, of ing made by E. A. Banks, of the Banks the Dean's list because of the high
I was, for I was a
this great institution—so could not Garage, to build a modern and grades they received for the .first sem
perfect wreck. I 400 MAIN STREET - - RCCKLAND
GraCvau, Palmer School .1 Chiropr..li,
suffer from the contrast. But on this thoroughly up-to-the-minute garage, ester's work.
suffered with a pain
Office Hour.:
last appearance, even when she was service station and sales rooms, on the
in my left side, then Monday*. Wednesd.y*.
Friday*. 10-12, 2-6, 7-1
Mrs. Harriet Jones returned Mon
well along la years, she -was a gorgeous site on High street’next to the Strand day to Rockland, having spent several
I would have numb
Tueidays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays ID-12
T*l. MR
spells and I would
creature to behold, still retaining her Theatre lot. Banks has been doing weeks in town.
think I couldn’tlivc.
queenly manner, her charm and per business on Phoenix Row for several
Charles Rose of Rockland was in I would have hot flashes, then would
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
sonality, her graciousness. Her voice, years but has purchased of >1. R.
town Monday.
come weak spells. I was so weak I
< f nurse, was rot the voice of youth, Knowlton the lot of land on High
Diseases of the Eye;
A meeting of Sir Galahad Corps of would think 1 couldn't ever get a meal
but’to me it still held the splendor of street which will he an ideal location Girl Reserves was held Tuesday eve
Refractions, Etc.
past years—I knew what her voice for a garage. Tlie building will be 3: ning at Union Church vestry. They ready. My work was a burden to me.
I was not able to do my housework half
407 MAIN STREET
must have been in years before. I by 60.
are rehearsing the play. “Carroty of the time. A friend advised me to
Hurt 9 to 12 A. M.: I to 5 P. M.
“Joseph Dondis of Rockland, who
heard several who had heard her at
ReeiduAce,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 3H-I
Nell," to be given as a public perform take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Office Tolennono 493-W
the lirst Festival say. “Oil, I wish 1 purchased the corner lot on High and
Consistently good
ance sometime in May.
Compound,
and
it
has
given
me
strengt
h
The Quality Begins at
hadn’t seen or heard her this time," Spring streets last summer and built
Charles Roman left Tuesday for and health. The hot flashes left me and
cup after cup /
Air Plantation
DR. T. L McBEATH
and yet there were others who rejoiced the foundation for a new moving pie
Lewiston to attend a Democrat con I got better of the numb spells. That
to see and hear her again.
ture theatre is to complete the project
Osteopathic Physician
summer I could do my housework and
You'll choose Hatchet
....
this spring so it is stated. Mr. Don vention.
Open a Hatchet con
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
There was an unusually large at worked in the garden a good bit. I tell
coffee for this one rea
Telephone 136
Probably some of our readers have dis plans to have an attractive thea tendance at pie sqpper given at the all sick women what your wonderful
tainer. The glistening,
3*. UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
tre
with
stores
in
the
.front
and
Bel

son.
Morning
alter
heard John Charles Thomas, baritone,
silky lookingcoffee you
Latter Day Saint's Church, Tuesday. med'cine did for me, and will always
Graduate
of
American School of
morning you’rcdelightin person, and many -have heard him fast theatregoess will appreciate the
see comes from these
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grindle returned recommend it. I was bom in Marion
Osteoopathy
completion
of
the
building.
Work
was
on the Vocalian records, so his en
ed-1 hat”coffee hanker”
to Rockland Thursday, having been in County and still live in it. I am known
fertile rolling fields.
gagement to Miss Dorothy May Kahl suddenly stopped last fall after .the town this past week to attend the to ail rny neighbors, and you can pub
is dependent ell the
Here begins quality —
E. VV. HODGKINS, M. D.
foundation
was
all
in
and
there
have
er, of Beverly Farms, Mass., which has
flavor that comes villi
funeral service of Mr. Grindle’s broth lish this statement because it i3 true.”
here sprouts millions of
been conjectures as to whether or not
— Mrs. John W. Walsh, R. No. 1,
recently
been
announced,
will
be
an
Offic: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
every cup. A rich,
er Charles.
rugged, full bearing
Box 36, Mannington, West Virginia.
item of interest. Mr. Thomas com it would ever be finished. The owner
Percy Merrill of Lisbon Falls Is the
lasting flavor.
Offlc.
Hwr,; I tu 3 tad 7 to I P. »
coffee bushes.
menc'd his musical career in light has, however, stated repeatedly that guest of bis father, William Merrill. NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY COMPANY
Rwidane, until I A. M. and by AardatMlt
opera, but forged ahead into the con it is his intention to complete and
O. P. Lyons was in Rockland Thurs
of New York. N. Y.
Telephone*: PmM.hm. 41-4: OffiM 146
cert field in a very short time, and is operate the theatre. He is the owner day and enjoyed a chicken dinner at
Assets Dee. 31, 1923
now one of the most interesting sing and manager of the Strand in Rock Thorndike Hotel.
W. A. I0HNST0N. RFU. PHC.
Real Estate.
$ 2K2.13!) HI
Stocks and Bonds,
9.11II.524 51 JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
ers before Mie public, both because of land. one of the finest theatres in that
Miss
Frances
McIntosh
entertained
Cash in Office and Bank,
970.820 09
his very beautiful baritene volte and city."
the Betsy Boss Corps of Gill Reserves Agents’ Balances,
COMPLLE
DRUG
ANO
SUN0RY
1,915.091 78
his versatile programs.
LINE.
SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO
73,1)29 91
Wednesday evening at her home on Interest and Rents,
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
102.300
13
All
other
Assets
"What an extraordinary evening this
Lane's Island. Owing to the bad walk
VELOPING. PRINTING
AND EN
Zimliaiist concert wasi” said one, re
LARGING.
ing father’s, brother’s and uncle’s rub
Gross Assets,
$12,5.30.512 12
viewing the event.
200,234 32 370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
ber boots -were also present. After Deduct items not admitted.
“How wonderfully he did the Men
the meeting Mrs. E. C. McIntosh pre
Admitted.
$12391.2;; 3t
delssohn Concerto 1” said the other.
sented each member with dumb bells
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Finally a third woman, who had
$1,000,774 77
and a drill followed. The surprise of Net Unpaid Losses.
Premiums,
3,907,904 03
106 PLEASANT STREET
been listening, could not restrain her
the evening came when lundh was Unearned
Ail other Liabilities,
919,719 50
curiosity any longer. Said she:
served and was a large birthday cake Voluntary Reserve for Contingen
PLUMBING
HEATING
“For goodness sake, will some one
cies.
.
31,378 40
with 14 candles in honor of Miss Nliia
Cash
Capitals,
’
i.750.ooo.oo
TEL.
244W.
please tell me what kind of instrument
Ames.
It also answered Cor Mrs. Surplus over all Liabilities,
1,000,000 00
117-tf
a zimbal is!"
Clyde McIntosh as well, as h^r birlli• • • *
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus,
$12,330,277
30
day falls on the same dale. Then
GEORIJE ROBERTS & (O. INI..
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Mine. Julia Culp, who was absent
came the balloon ascension and the
At lower prices than
10 Linieroek St..
from our concert fields for several sea
evening’s enterta'nment ended with a
Rockland.
Insurance
you have ever had offered
sons. has returned, to tlie delight of
balloon waltz.
MASONIC ACCIDENT INSURANCE co
her many admirers. Hei name stands
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ednie returned
SucrM.or
to
A. J. Erskine A Cs,
you since before the war.
Springfield, Mass.
at tlie head of tile list of lieder sing
Thursday from Freeport where they
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921
in MAIN RT - . BOCKLAN0. MP
ers, without any question. Mme. Culp
Do you know you can
have been the guests of their daughter Stocks and Bonds............. ............. $ 423 124 On
i atih in Office ami Bank. .............. 70 ■ ’32 52
appeared in recital in the Town Hall,
far gevernl weeks.
.,
buy a Star Kinco 8-20 I? New l'o'k City, recently, and very
1 «:n 92
Agent*’ Balances............... ...............
L. R. CAMPBELL
C. L. Boman returned Thursday from Kills Kec.ivabie...............
. 14 26
795 • -i
Interest ami Itcnts...........
Range with high shelf, for H quickly proved that she has lost none
Attorney at Law
Ali sother Assets, ........... ...............
i f her gifts during her absence. She
• 5MU 00
oeratie State Convention.
$60.80, delivered any-1| is still a singer of compelling sincerity
Special
Attention
to Probate Matters
Mrs. Mary Eupea of Camden arrived
Gross Assets ............................$ 51 1.257 45
The cocoa of high quality.
where in Maine? This H and artistry, with a charm to her voice
9,mil 80
Thursday, called by illness of her Deduct Items not admitted.............
’76 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND. ME.
which pit des description but grows
mother, Mrs. Edward McDonald.
range is sold under the g upon the hearer as she proceeds with
Admitted,
................................. $ 502,252 G5
Baker’s Cocoa
News was received Monday of the
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
EDWARD K. GOULD
her
program.
A
very
large
audience
highest guarantee to give g
death of John Carter of Rockland. N»f
is
invigorating,
LoaMS.............................. $ TO,527 I®
gave her a most enthusiastic welcome,
Unearned Premiums.......................... 203,030*09
Until
the
last
few
years
he
and
his
satisfaction.
stimulating
All other Liabilities......................... '23,2.4 91
Attorney at Law
:td demonstrated in a hearty manner
family nave made Vinalhaven their Cash
( apltal....................................... loo.ooo oo
only in the
its approval as the program muved
home. Mr. Carter leaves many friends Surplus over all Liabilities, .......... 105,414 05
The Kineo Furnaces H alms.
con Tll t oON eve. ■nA MAIM MT
and relatives here who have known
sense that pure
Total Liabilities and Surplus......... $ 502,252 05
him
since
childhood.
His
sister,
Mrs,
and Heaters are sold un
food is stimu
24 S 33
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Mme. Sigrid Onegin was the soloist
Almond Miller left Tuesday to attend
der this same guarantee.
CONDESEb STATEMENT
nt the Leap Year Conceit and dance
lating, it has a
the funeral services at his home in
—OF—
Attorney at Lav
ill the Rubinstein Club at the Wal
Rockland.
delicious flavor
GLOBE INDEMNITY COMPANY
dorf-Astoria on the evtning of Feb.
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
SOLE AGENT FOR KINEO GOODS
Frank
Mullen
recently
bought
the
Washington
Park.
Newark,
New
Jeruy.
I.W. • ••».•»».
and aroma, is
1923
29. Mme. Onegin sang songs by Schu
ASSETS DB( .
house on Pleasant street, owned by
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
66
Real Estate.............................. ........$1.
a great addition to meals
bert, Strauss, Haydn, Sindlng, Tegner,
Houft«
Miss Engenie Carver.
19.388 00 Ts»l«ohon«»n—Office 4fiR
Mortgage Loans, .................. ........
I Bassett, and others, with her usual
and a wonderful between
Ralph H. Am.-s, a chiropractor in Stocks and Bonds.................. ........15.260.330 45
'j richness of tone and dramatic Inten
Portland, was called here Thursday by Cash in Office and Bank, ... ........ 855^11 70
A C. MOORE
meals stay.
Agents’ Balances.......... . ......... ........ 2.9X5.393 86
ts isity. Michael Raucheisen was at the
the sudden death of his mother, Mrs. Interest and Rents................ ........ 153 838 5 7
B j piano.
I noticed a review of Julia
283 Main Street - - - Rockland, Maine
Jennie R. Ames. Mr. Ames left the All other Assets .................. ........ 485,964 73
Piano Tuner
MADE ONLY BY
___________ _
___
si Gulp’s recent recital spoke very highisland about 16 years ago and has vi
'JUITU TWP MAINF MdRIC cn
Gross Assets........................ ....$21 i 1.881 97
^JBP|liijBiliiji|ii!!i|i!!hllff}lliril)iIiy^!iillL'-i"'itli!llinitiMii!!lll''-H.4?iLTjii,:iiirini^T?ili!ll!|Ti'!.-iui!:r 1 r.il. - c
ly 'of Mr. Rau-’hei sen who was her ac
sited liis home but twice in this length
366.360
companist. The review said that "he
Walter Baker £r Co.Ltd. of time. He has a beautiful family of Deduct Items not admitted,
is
a
musician
and
an
artist,
and
FLOWERS SOON FADE
Admitted................................ .... 920,983,301 2i
four sons and a daughter.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
j
brought to his task the devotion of one
Established 1780
Charles Grindle, who died at his Net Unpaid Losses............... ........$8,214.2A2 61
Hie only memorial that endures is a who knows and loves his lieder."
Cneamed
I
’
remiums,
...........
..........
6,538,804
30}
home
Saturday
night,
had
been
fail

carefully built
MILLS AT DORCHESTER, MASS.
ing in health for several years. De All other Liabilities,............. .......... 1.230.231 28!
PLUMBING
Cash Capital............................ .......... 1.500,000 00 [
AND MONTREAL. CANADA |
-Pupils of Allan It. Haycock, vocal
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
ceased was born at Blue Hill 58 years Surplus over all Liabilities, ..........3,500,000 00 I
teiehcr,
of
Bangor,
recently
gave
a
SHEET
METAL
WORK, STOVE
ago, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederof granite or marble that retains its
Booklet qf Choice Recites Sent Free
Total Liabilities and Surplus, . .$20,983,301
lieauly and willistamls time and the very successful recital In the CongreANO
FURNACE
REPAIRING
3«-S-36
gatlonlist Church at Orono. The so
elcmenls.
AUTO RADlMTORS REPAIRED
loists were Wilbur Parks. Mrs. Harold

Johnson’s
muniment

The

Fruit Medicine

On Guard

WOMEN OF
MIDDLE AGE

Professienal&Business Cards

HATCHET COFFEE
Yes, It's a Kineo
Made at Bangor, Me.

Robust Men Like

BAKER’S
COCOA

V. F. STUDLEY

E. Howard Crockett

\\ e give careful attention to distinct,
legible lelteriug.
See our designs and note our reason
able estimates.
/

Hamlin. Laura Dyer and Bertha Da
vis, sopranos; Carrie O. Newman, con
tralto; George Smith and Walter 1X>lan, tenors; and Erno Scott, bass.

FRED S. MARCH “SScuh^R?l

The Rubinstein Club of this city Is
preparing for its annual Lepton reei
tal, to be given tn the Baptist Church

Th* Naw Monumantal Wararaoma

ffvk St, Car. SiiO.

RecAUaf

* « « •

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Flit FanwN SkMt Mud*
m* •♦»*Um4 la all tka leadlai aMaailaaa. O«ar
Z2M Mtactiaaa—wa. la

MAINE MUSIC CO. Rookland. Ma.

Wfo

Imperfect Development’
in Children
suggests

f tf SCOTTS
V EMULSION

CHICHESTER
S PILLS
W
a

PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,

THE
THEDIAMOND
DIAMONDBRAND.
BRAND.
Ladles! Auk yutirDro,
4'hl-cbea-ter a IHumom
1*1 Us in Red Had Gold

bores, sealed with Blue

of row

Take Be other. Buy
V
prnulst. AskrorCiri-<:in*:H.TERfl
DIAMOND BRAND CILIA.*,
fears knownts Best, Safest. Always Reliable

SOlDBYmQlSTUVtKYWHtftE

HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING
20

Franklin Street,

-

-

Rookland

Telephone 424-1
HT-tf
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Every-Other-Day

A DRAMATIC SCENE

Park

'^Pollurd

In Eraybodys Coli

Co.

June 1J. Hanley, Infant daughter of
Marked the Opening of King
Patrick H. and Hazel M. Hanley, diod
—
Adrerlinmems
la this
not to
in Rockland this week, aged 12 days.
Tut’s Sarcophagus—’’Wist
•drs* Hi _ __
for
39
cents
Additional
lines
9 cents eseb
Burial in Thomaston.
for cite fine. II osnta I timer •*! words auks
ful Boyish Face.”
Capt. James Kales has leased the A.
line
BONNIE
J. Elliot house on Elliot street, former
;,4
buOSTLR
The Associated I’ress thus describes
ly occupied by the John Schrader fam
Lost and Found
ily and will soon take possession.
the opening of King Tut’s sarcophagus,
Mrs. Horace Vose is recovering from
FOUND
—
A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte. You
which took place In Luxor, Egypt
•
&
an attack of pneumonia.
can have it delivered In 5-gal. lota to your
last
month.
home
anywhere
In Rockland free. For service
A Democratic caucus is called for
A real chick starter*^’5- b
• » • •
call MOODY’S. 435-M.
1-tf
Monday night at 7.30 o'clock in Watts
ROCKLAND
'• —-—-At
The lid of Tut-ankh-Amen’s great
hall to nominate candidates for town
Wanted
officers and choose a town committee.
pink saracophagus was raised Tuesday
OTHING grows into money so fast as
Appreciates the increased trade received
Oscar J. Hodgkins has gone to Port
afternoon and a stupendously mag
WANTED—Night
wah man.
THURSTON
land to take a position with the Fi
chickens.
When new hatched, they cost
BROS., South Union.
33-tf
during Canned Goods Week, and takes
nificent mummy case, covered with
delity Trust Co.
WANTED—Position as chauffeur, or to drive
plates of solid geld, was brought to
a
few
cents
each
but
the
early
pullets
when
ma

The Republicans have elected the fol
this method of thanking the public for the
truck. Will go anywhere. ARTHUR (.’ROTTON.
light. The moment was the most dra
lowing as delegates and alternates to
Rockport. Tel. 14-3 Camden.
33-tf
tured and laying are paying handsome dividends
matic in the discovery cf Tut-dftkhliberal patronage extended.
the State Convention to be held at
WANTED—One more salesman for Rockland,
Amen’s tomb, which is now called the
on a value of $10.00 each.
Now “Don’t lose
Portland. April 3:
Delegates, N. F.
a good proposition for the right man. See MK.
greatest find in the history of EJgyptAndrews, I.. II. Dunn, Mrs. Dilla
MEARS at once, 7 Bunker St. or Telephone
them.” Save them all by feeding Baby Bus
Qlogy. By general consent of those
9.*n9-W for appointment.
33-35
Elliot, Mrs. Mary Bunker, Wliliam
ter and Bonnie Booster Chick Feed.
present the mummy case, which in
WANTED—Home washing and ironing done
Bunker; alternates, John Brown. E. W.
No. 11 Cedar street. MRS. LYDIA ATKIN
dubitably encloses the King's body,
Peaslec. Mrs. B. H. Dunn, L. W. Thorn
SON, Telephone No. 63-6.
33*35.
Baby Buster is a hard grain chick feed contain
dike. Candidate for town officers:
immeasurably surpasses in splendor
Telephone 316
LOST-Tire
chain
33x5
within
city
limits.
ing
dried
fish,
and
B
onnie
B
ooster
is
a
soft
grain
Clerk. Enoch Clark; selectmen. Clar
and beauty even the previous magnifi
HOWARD DUNBAR, 24 Oak St.
33*lt
food containing dried buttermilk. Both fish and but
ence Johnson. Bertram Copeland. Wal
cent treasures the excavators in this
WANTED—Salesman, the best proposition on
ter B. Wyllie; assessor, Hollis Gilltomb have found.
termilk are high in vitamine content, and essential to
high grade electrical appliance in the country.
chrest, E. W. Cook. T. B. Wyllie; treas
Experience
unnecessary, unlimited poasibllitlcs.
The mummy case is perfectly Intact.
the chickens’ thrift and growth.
Apply at TORRINGTON OFFICE, 63S Main
urer, William J. Colley: overseers of
It is described as one of the most won
street.
6
to
9 p. m., 8 to 9. a. m.
33*35.
We are sharing our advertising expense with our customers.
poor, 1- W Thorndike, Miss Minnie
• si.i.MbtWuOoiluu;
derful that ever has been found. The
WANTED—To place an Infant child to board
You will find your share in each bag.
Look for the coupons.
Newbert. Edward Brown; school com
Pharaoh is pres nted in high relief,
with responsible party.
Write 2 PARK ST..
mittee, Mrs. Mabel Creighton, Mrs.
Suite 1, City.
31*33
covered with shetts of solid gold, more
BUY
THEM
OF.
Myrtle Strong: chariman town com
CAMDEN
than twice life size, his serene and
WANTED—l’ulp wood cutters.
TEL. 21-23.
I ENANTS HARBOR
mittee, N. F. Andrews; secretary, Miss
Rockland.
31*36
beautiful face exquisitely incised, with
Hattie R. Williams.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
glittering eyes of aragonite and a long
Rehearsals are active! cn lit t ht
Mrs. David H. Wall
Mr. and Mrs George L. Cate have re
kittens.
Highest prices paid.
TEL. 352-14.
i\vs Mii .4re's l<» he p > ate ’
Mrs. Melvina A. Wall died March ipeurved beard of solid gold. The flail
JOHN 8. RANLETT. Rockville, Me.
31 tt
turned from a visit in Massachusetts. Odd
46 PARK STR5ET.
TELEPHONE 800
33-S-39
The Maine Central Railroad masons ir the Opera House next Tuesday and • after a long illness. She was 74 ind scepter with the King grasps in
WANTED—First class Boat Builders, steady
work and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
are rebuilding the chimney top at the Wt ducal . Tick ts are '»e;i a -ehe ’kcu >ea"s old and a life-long and most his crossed hands are of gild-ed wood
BLDG. & RY. INC.. Camden, Me. Tel. 319.
espeutsd resident, also a woman of more than three feet long. From the
at Mixers.
station.
17-42
. ir.t c of Waterville friendly
disposition.
genial,
kind waist down the broad wings of protec
Dr. E. C. Y.'l
Rev. J. W. Strout is giving a series
WANTED—Oak lumber In the log. landed In
itapti
t
church
hearted
and
an
obliging
neighbor.
tive
godesses
meet
across
the
kneea
to
is
the
s;a
of Lenten readings at the Congrega
our yard. Telephone or write, CAMDEN YACHT
Her death leaves a vacancy in her shield the Pharaoh from danger.
tional church on Wednesdays a 1 tomorrow m< ra ...
BLDG. & RY. INC . Camdeit, Me. Tel. 319.
Eggs
and
Chicks
of
Rockland
heme
community
that
will
be
keenly
17-42
When the lid was raised the mummy
The
Cha'ity
Club
o’clock.
| felt for she will be greatly missed
Cable Tiursday.
ast was found to be covered with
Hen stories appear occa-n nally in lunched at Gr,
Haskell and Curlla !! ii e expanded Her surviving relatives are the husband, three thicknesses of linen browned with
The Courier-Gazette columns.
This
F or Sale
one is added: Fred A. Kalloeli na ■ their Main strut ■: r< .'.ding a com- ore sister, two brothers, seven nieces ge. This linen, when rolled up, djsFOR SALE House at 322 Old County Road,
and four nephew.-. Funeral services losed to the bewildered eyes of the
eight hens three years old and * 1' p’.ete ladies* (!■ nrunent.
6 rooms downstairs, 5 and bath up—hot water
seven consecutive days they have laid'i The Fain 1! a,:;u me; ting scheduled we e hr hl Sunday afternoon. The excavators "a gleaming, gold man.”
heat, cemented cellar, hot and cold water, set
f REASON
tubs, cold room In cellar, tine barn and other
jfcr las: W«dn ,i’.:y W’l: postponed to flora! tributes were many and beauti The mummy case stands in a coffin on
49 eggs.
I
IDEAS
WE
OUM
out-bulldings and 6 acres of land. This is
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie went to I\rti.iod Monday bee ,a ■ cf ill. storm.
ful. The out of town attendants were what seems to be a wooden sleigh on
known as the Charles Gardner place. Apply
| INSOME HEADS
I The Camdea 1. w’lng team defeated Mrs. Geneva Bartlett of Connecticut which doubtless priests dragged it to
Friday.
L. W. BENNER. Real Estate Agent, 2 North
Main street, Roikland.
33-35
Alex Mayo is having a rail! <
t in Itoekh nd at tl Wash’ll bun street ai- and Ltwis Murphy of Massachusetts.
IS BE CAUSE THEYb
he valley of the kings.
stalled at his home on Bee hw .1
FOR SALE—House six rooms, hardwood
I
CAN
I
STAND
| John J. ( i
A Historical Scerae
street.
floors, garage attached to house, electric lights,
<''•ilndcn and CorSOLITARY *
BARRED ROCK EGGS- $1.00 and $1.25 per one minute walk from electric car line. Call
A. J. Elliot is discharging a p • jdalia JSt ph .’ ir; have filed inThe scene of this find was a narrow,
setting.
Non-fertile 'eggs for preserving. at 13 TALBOT AVENUE. Tel. 274 M
ICONfTNEnENTl
load of blacksmith coal.
ROGER RHODES. Jl Broadway. Rockland.
tuitions,
33*35
ow roofed vault, the walls of which
Tel. 424-2.
33*37
The value of a news item in To i Ralph W
has b"cn seriously
are decorated with rather garish re
FOR
SALE
—
Hard
wood,
sawed,
$14;
split
Courier-Gazette is illustrated in tlie
DARK BRAHMA PULLETS FOR SALE—20
at Knox Hospital
1! witli preur
ligious scenes which King Ay had
Dark Brahma laying Pullets and 2 Roosters $16. BERT MERRILL. Tel. 45-5, Thomaston.
statement that the amount of tr.;.
33*35
is ircp-ovhis.
painted in honor of himself and his
for sale at $2.50 each.
If you desire heavy
due the town of Thomaston on M r, n
Winter laying hens get them at the lowest
r. H. Ilicntas is attending the Bos
(©. 1921, Westers Newspaper Union.)
predecessors; in the foreground was a
FOR SALE—House in Camden, with all mod
12 was $600(1. Since that statem t
price.
Dark Brahmas regular price Is $5.00
roup of guests, bareheaded. in shirt
and up. .M. HAUL, Route 1, Box 76, Warren, ern Improvements, stable and garage. Slate
After all, you can have a house
went out over $4000 have been paid ' • ton Alito Show.
roof on all buildings. Call after 5.30. MRS.
I Adjustment has been made with A
Maine.
31*33
sleeves and unpleasantly warm, jostwithout a man In It if you are quite
the collector.
W. B. DRINK WATER, 39 Mountain 8t., Cam
Prince for the damage done his fur
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’s Single Comb Rudj den. Me. Tel. 83-5.
sure you want It, but you cannot havs
Ing one another in the heat of the prayer for tht King, together with his
33-33
Fred Hinckley is spending the wee bred
far
eggs,
type
and
color.
Order
early
niture
stock
when
the
store
basement
a
home
without
one.
You
cannot
make
omb; in the background, beneath two new familiar cartouches, one with '
end in Boston.
22c each postpaid.
F. H. WYLLIE, Tliomaa
FOR SALE—Two sets of 100 lb. Detroit Com
a home out of women alone, or men
was
flooded
recently.
scaffolding, pulleys anil ropes, was the the name of Tut-Ankh-Amcn and the ton. It. F. D. Phone 171-42.
Jerry Sullivan reports the receipt of
27«38
puting Scales, the regular grocery store
alone; you have to mix them.—The
J. Foster Heabl has bought a Yescales: are in jierfect condition: cost $140 a
plain huge mass of the royal sarcopha- other with his official title Rak-Hepermany orders for fertilizing lime.
Contributor's Club.
set. will take $65 and $75 or $140 for both
us, brilliantly illuminated under the Xeb. The only blemish on the golden
Jonah Morse of Friendship was in Iie 6.
sets. Terms if desired. Bent freight paid on
Capt. Ernest Libby of Machiasport
ilinding
rays
of
an
8.000
candle
power
town Friday. Mr. Morse is a boat
approval.
V. B. STIMI’BON, South China.
NUTS AND NUT DISHES
sheet of the mummy case is that the
Me. Tel. 9-5.
33*40
is in town in the interest of the yacht
builder.
lectric lamp.
feet are black, as though hitumin had
FOR SALE-Lady’s winter coat, size 50;
Thomaston should feel honored in Starling.
Of the Egyptologists there were prrs- stained them. The mummy case, which
This Is the season of the year when
cost $28, will sell for $20; been worn once.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Elmore arc on a
having two of its leading women elect
nt Prof. James H. Breasted of the
For further, particulars call COURIER-GAwe enjoy the fresh nuts of all kinds. University of Chicago, Prof. Percy E. fits fairly closely within tne sarcopha
ed by the Democratic State convention trip to Bermuda.
EETTS OFFICE.
32-34.
gus, appears to stand on a wooden
They
are
rich
in
food
Miss
Lurinc
Arau
entertained
as delegates at large to the Demo
Newberry, an authority on ancient sleigh on which, in so many mural re
FOR SALE—Small farm, electric lights,
value
and
when
properly
friends
Wednesday
evening.
Mah
cratic National convention to be held
blueberries, nice early land.
Call or write
Egypt; Prof. Pierre Lacau, heael of the
Never serve more than one fried HENRY CARLETON, Box 62, West Rockport.
in New York city next June. Mrs. C. .long and 500 were enjoyed and de
masticated and eaten In airo Museum; George Foucart and H. liefs in the tombs of the Kings, the
Me.
31*33
royal
mummy
is
depicted
as
being
food at a meal.
A. Creighton and Mrs. R. O. Elliot licious refreshments served. Prizes
moderation are well di E. Winlock, both, like Howard Carter,
dragged to the burial place.
FOR SALE—Nice large sound Stark apples
• • •
were the fortunate ones.
were won by Ben Knight and Mrs. J.
gested and assimilated practical diggers; Albert M. Lythgoe.
delivered at $1.25 per hu.
Drop postal to
Contrary to expectations no wreaths
The funeral services of Mrs. Angelie I'. Hol,lis. consolation prizes to Mrs.
Paint your summer screens with LUKE R BREWSTER. Rockland, Box 74. R.
by the normal digestion. urator of the Department of Egyptol
were found, barring a pathetic little
F.
I)
31*33
Packard were held at the Baptist Knight and Sherman Murray.
Almost any salad is ogy of the Metropolitan Museum of chaplet of discolored and withered kerosene oil before storing and they
church Friday afternoon. Rev. Roy 11.
FOR SALE- Large black walnut roll top
Mrs. W. G. Williams has returned
will
be
like
new
when
you
take
them
Art.
New
York,
and
Dr.
Roliert
Mond.
Improved
by
the
addidesk
MRS. G. C. PAYSON, 143 Main St..
flowers, encircling the uraeus, and the
Short officiated.
from a week’s visit in Rockland, where
Thomaston.
31*33
tlor of a few nuts and in excavator, who is conducting inter haw k’s head in front of the royal head out again next summer.
The funeral services of Mrs. Emma she was the guest of her mother. Mrs.
sting
excavations
in
the
tombs
of
the
»
•
•
cakes and cake fillings
FOR SALE—22-foot motor boat, suitable for
dress.
J. Peters will be held at the undertak Kcniston, and is now entertaining Mr.
as well as candies find nobles.
ing pirlors of A. D. Davis & Son Sun Williams sister, Miss Winifred Wil
The opening of this collossal mummy
When grape juice is spilled on a Ashing or pleasure. E. G. DAY, 12 Clarendon
3«-tf
When all had assembled In the tomb case is such a formidable operation tablecloth, spread the spot at once 8t. Tel. 691-R.
day afternoon.
them
indispensable,
add

liams of Clark's Island.
FOR SALE—Two Brunswick Cabinet Ma
Mr.
Carter
turned
to
the
tall,
swarthy
. The Pythian Sisters held a meeting
that
it
will
not
lie
undertaken
this
year.
with salt. The stain will be more chines. 1 Cornet, 1 Wright piano at $35.
The members of the Odd Fellows ing both richness and flavor.
figure of the Egyptian Secretary of
STUDLEY’S MUSIC STOKE, Rockland.
Tel.
for work at Mrs. John Tillson’s, Friday Minstrels to lie heard in the Opera
For those who must eschew meat, tate for Public Works and requested Mr. Carter, it is understood, does not easily removed nnd laundered.
713.
28-tf
evening. They are getting ready for a House March 18 and 19. are fast get
propose
to
make
any
further
investi

»
•
•
the variety of nuts offers many dishes permission to Ingin the work of rals
FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or Junks.
fair.
gations beyond recording his work for
ting letter perfect in their respective
172-6, Warren. Me., or write JOHN
When a knife has been used to cut Telephone
Mrs. Emma Burton left today to parts. The Courier-Gazette reporter which can take the place of meat in ng the lid of the coffin. This wes this season. As far as fresh discov
(OGAN, Thomaston, R. F. D.
28*39
tlie diet. The following is one:
visit her son Kenneth in Sanford.
rranted.
eries are concerned, this year's work onions, wipe it with a damp cloth and
dropped in on the rehearsal last nigli!
FOR
SALE
—
-Dry
Goods
Business
;
no
compe
Mrs. Emma J. Peters, aged 7R years,
Nut Cutlets.—Chop fine one cupful
in the tomb of Tut-Ankh-Amen has rub It briskly with coarse salt. The tition ; town i»fio,iiiiig; fine store; price low.
just as Dick Matz was singing "It
Raising the Lid
died in Rockland, March 13. Funeral
H
G.
STARRETT.
Warren.
Me.
27-tf
of
pecan
meats.
Melt
two
tablespoon

objectionable
smell
will
tbeu
entirely
Ain't Gonna Rain No More" and pre
•‘Gentlemen,’’ said Mr. Carter, "we been completed.
Sunday afternoon with burial in War
FOR SALE—Lobster ftsnermai traps on
disappear.
dicts a barrel of laughs when the au fuls of butter and add two tablespoon re going to raise the lid of the si
ren.
hand and made to order. FIELD A KEEP. 19
• • •
fuls
of
flour,
blend
well
and
season
ROCKLAND
FIRE
ALARM
dience
hears
the
topical
verses
he
has
McLoud
St., near Haskell's S’are. Southend,
?ophsigus and we hope to find the king
Little John McLain remains very ill
151-tf
on a number of prominent citizens. with salt and a dash of cayenne. Add within.” So saying, he placed himself
It Is a good plan to boll the clothes Tel. 758-1
of pneumonia.
a Main Street Corner Elmerocli
SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
Miss Mcrtie G. Kinney, representing Carney Anderson has a snappy, coon gradually one cupful of mirk, stirring it one of the ropes running through
line occasionally, so that It shall not In FOR
Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
the Children's Home at Augusta, has song "I'm goin' South” that he gives constantly until smooth and creamy pulleys suspended from either end of 27 Head of Railroad Wharf
soil the clothes. This must he done small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
PANY.
1-tf
canvassed the town this week in the with his usual professional manner. Add one beaten egg and stir until the he coffin, attached to four iron clamps, a Cor. South Main and Mechanic
with perfectly clean water. The rope
Try to picture George Conant strut egg is set. Add one tablespoonful of gripping thf corners of the lid, and, a Tillson Avenue
interest of that institution.
should
be
kept
indoors
when
not
In
Exit basketball; enter baseball. The ting to the tune of “Walk Jenny Walk.’ onion Juice, two cupfuls of bread with four whittclad native foremen at M Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Miscellaneous
use.
powers that be are developing plans for There will lie a number of ballads sung crumbs and the cupful of chopped pe he other ropes, the work began.
a Main Street, Corner North
TEACHERS WANTED—Good positions for
the coming season. The High School by Bill Mero, Fred Porter, Marcus cans. Set aside to cool. Shape Into
Spring term.
Write today.
THE NEW
Slowly and swayingly but without 38 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
ENGLAND TFACHKRS’ AGENCY, Y. M C. A.
league will extend west to Boothbay Chandler and John Taylor in the ren
THE APPLE MARKET
aoise or mishap, so carefully had the S7 Main Street, Corner Park
cutlets,
roll
In
egg
and
cruujbs
and
Bldg. Portland. Me.
33-35
dition of “Marcheta,” one of the best
Harbor.
38
Broad
Street,
Corner
Grace
work been prepared, the lid came up.
RAINTINC—C. E. Lermond does automo
There is a prospect of another shoe features. The jokes are clean, fresh fry in deep fat. Drain on paper and □nee or twice when one side rose high
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway Stock Is Cleaning Up Well At Quoted bile,
Carriage
and
Sign
Painting.
48
years
repairing shop for the town. Two men and snappy. Tickets arc now on check serve with tomato sauce.
Prices.—Few Apples Coming
experience.
Shop in Union next to Winca
er than the other, the lid had to be 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
are looking for a palce to locate.
nt Mixer’s. Get yours while the get
paw
&
Abbott
Garage.
31*45
Nut and Cheese Roast.—Cook two owtred again, so that the operation 45—Middle Street, opn. Fern.
Mrs A. F. Rice will leave today for ting is good.
48 Main Street at Rankin Block
The Apple market Is unchanged.
CIOER—I will make cider for the public
tablespoonfiils of finely minced onion lasted a full half hour.
New York. She is expecting to be gone
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Stock is cleaning up fairly well at every day during the first week of April. J.
In one tablespoonful of butter until
At
last
a
halt
was
called
and
the
lid
H.
SIMONTON. West Rockport. Me.
one or two 'months. During her ab
prices fjuoted but there are very few
30-8-39
the onion Is soft and delicately col emained suspended a good three feet 49 Camden and Front Streets
ROCKPORT
sence Miss Dorothy Cushman will be
51
Head
of
Cedar
Street
apples
coming,
good
enough
to
raise
ored. Add a little hot water if needed ibove the coffin. Mr. Carter was the
$500 CASH SECURES—110 ACRES WITH
at home with her parents on Mechanic
52 West Meadow Road
prices.
cow, crops, i.orse, poultry, turniture, imple
Mrs. E. C. St. Clair is convalescing to prevent browning. Mix one cupful first to glance within. He saw only a
street.
Bbls. $2.75 to $3.50 ments, tools, etc.; near lake and up-to-date
53 Camden Street near F. B. Church Baldwins No. 1 .......
from
a
severe
attack
of
bronchitis
of
grated
cheese,
one
cupful
of
wal

mass
of
dirty
brown
cloth,
strangely
Baldwins
Unclassified
Bbls.
2.25
to
2.75
sees
village; good markets; dark loamy fields,
Baptist church services Sunday at
Baldwins
..Bxs. .50 to 1.50 s|»ring-watered pasture, fortune In wood and
10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. Morning ser which has confined her to her home nut meats, chopped, one cupful of billowing up. it was a tense moment. 62 Militia Call
Greenings, etc.
Bbls. 2.00 to 3.50 timber; 309 sugar maples, apple orchard; good
for
several
weeks.
The Egyptologists present for the first 22 Chiefs Call
bread crumbs, the Juice of half
Sweet Apples
Bbls. 2.00 to 3.50 7-room house, basement barn, tenant and
mon subject, "To tlie l'ttermost."
The regular meeting of St. Paul’s letnon nnd salt and pepper to taste. lime in the annals of their science 5 Repeated. No School
Spies .............
Bbls 2.00 to 3.5f poultry houses. Owner unable operate, $900
Church school at 11.50. Evening ser
Starks .............
Bbls 2.00 to 3.00 takes all, only $500 needed. Details page 30
Lodge.
F.
&
A.
M..
will
be
held
Mon
vice opens at 5 p. in. with a hearty
Add the onion and butter, pour into gazed upon the Inviolate tomb of a 75 Veteran Firemen’s Association
Ben Davis ........................... Bbls, 1.50 to 2.00 Illus. Bargain Catalog money-making farms,
Russcttx ............................... Rbla 2 00 to 3.00 best sections United States.
song service by tlie congregation. Dr. day evening. Tlie inspection will oc- a shallow baking dish and bake until king of ancient Egpyt.
1-1 Two single strokes for fire all
Copy free.
Odd
Varieties ...................... Bbls, 2.00 to 3.00 STROUT FARM AGENCY, 906DG OM South
ur
on
Monday.
March
24th.
out or under control.
E. C. Whittemore of Waterville will be
Mr. Carter ind Mr. Callender bent
brown. Serve with a white sauce.
Bldg.,
Boston,
Mass.
33-lt
Myles
Nicholls
of
Boston
was
the
KINGMAN & HEARTY. Inc.
the speaker. Choir rehearsal Tuesday
over the coffin and slowly starting from
Pecan and Prune Salad.—Cut
“The house Built on the Apple.”
STRAWBERRY AND RASPBERRY PLANTS—
evening at 7 o'clock. Service of praise guest of Theodore LaFolley Wednes
the foot, began to roll up the veil. At
Send for Catalogue. No other in the country
pound of choice prunes In narrow first a blackened mass appeared. But
and prayer Thursday evening at 7 day.
like it.
Full of valuable information, you
A town meeting dinner and supper strips, add one cupful of sliced pecan
A
RELIABLE
o'clock. The World Wide Guild meets
will not throw It into the wastebasket. C. S.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
then there came a glimpse of gold, and
PRATT.
Athol,
Mass.
30839
Friday evening with Mrs. Short, Hy- will be served Monday at the G. A. R. meats, a dash of red pepper, a dash of as the covering was drawn off there
I
hall by the W. It. Corps. The menu white pepper and salt to season. Bent
ler street, at 7 o'clock.
Regulations and License of Dogs and Protection
PALMER ENGINES—32 sizes and types. 2
was
disclosed
before
the
enthralled
of Sheep
to 85 h. p. 4 cycle. 1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders. A
COMMISSION HOUSE
Appointment of Lenten services of will include linked beans, cold meats, one cupful of cream until stiff, add gaze of the little group of guests, a
Every owner or keeper, on the first da>’ of type for every boat. The “reliable Palmer’' Is
the Episcopal church are:
Tuesday, pies, cakes, doughnuts and coffee.
two
tablespoonfuls
of
lemon
Juice.
the
best for fishing boats.
Send for cata
huge
golden
figure
of
the
King.
April,
of
a
dog
more
than
four
months
old.
W. A. Holman of Portland was in
evening prayer and address in parish
Largest stock In Maine.
shall annually before the tenth daj’ of said logue and price list.
As for the first time in over thirty
Mix with the prunes and nuts and
DRESSED
CALVES
town
Wednesday.
Immediate
delivery.
All
parts
for Palmer en
April,
cause
It
to
be
registered,
numbered,
de

room at 2.30 p. m.; meeting of the
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier,
scribed and licensed for one year commencing gines.
Miss Eleanor L. Griffith of Rockland serve on a curled leaf of lettuce with centuries light had struck into the sar
Guild at 3.30 in parish room. Sunday,
Portland.
Maine.
28-39
with the first day of April aforesaid, in the
cophagus—not the yellow lamp light
tomorrow, church school at 6.30 p. m. was the guest of Miss Marion Weid a spoonful of the dressing for
LIVE AND DRESSED
office of the clerk and shall keep around its
under
which
the
Pharoah
was
coffined,
SNOWMAN.
TEL.
672-R
does
all
kinds
of
man
Thursday.
garnish.
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own
witli evening prayer and sermon at
1 l*tf
but the steely, white glare of the pow
er’s name and its registered number, and shall Trucking and Moving.
Mrs. Charles S. Gardner is a candle
7.30.
pay to said clerk for a license the sum of one
POULTRY
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES, Cloth
erful electric arc lights—it was as
date for school committee.
dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog and ing, Crockery, and Household Goods Bought
though a great golden man lay buried
Town Meeting Day Monday. March
for each female dog incapable of producing and Sold. C. T. BRAGG. Rankin Plock. 8-tf
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen
there. There lay the effigy of the King,
17.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
cents for each female dog capable of producing
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
a blaze of gold, mounted in high relief,
Mrs. Albert Nutter and children of
young. Any person becoming the owner or the Rockland Hair Store, 336 .Main St. Mill
Windsor, Vt., have been guests of Mr.
1-tf
like a crusadtr on the tomb, in sheets
keeper of a dog after the first day of April orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
not duly licensed as herein required, shall
and Mrs. Frank Prentiss this week.
It’s Easy—If You Know Dr.
of solid gold upon the mummy case
GENERAL TRUCKING—W1THINGTON. Tel.
within ten days after he becomes tlie owner
The Senior class It. H. S. will serve
.
20*32
shaped to the form of the mummy
Edwards’ Olive Tablets
or keeper of said dog, cause said dog to be 155-J.
PROMPT RETURNS
a baked bean dinner at the Methodist
described and licensed as provided above.
which undoubtedly is within.
Every
owner
or
keeper
of
dogs,
kept
for
breed

The secret of keeping young is to feel vestry town meeting ilay.
The king wag shown wearing the
To Let
ing purposes may receive annually a special
young—to do this you must watch your
Joseph Fppllng of Boston was the
"nems” or folded headdress seen on the
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
WANTED—TO BUY two 4 to 6 room houses
liver and bowels—there's no need of guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stanley Treat Your Cold Now With Sphinx, in the center of which, In
dogs for said purpose, provided be keeps said
dogs within a proper enclosure. When the at the Southend. Will pay from $100 to $3009.
having a sallow complexion—dark rings Thursday.
lapis lazuli, wag the sacred ureaus or
keanel lleeaM autfeortrtag hla to keep said L. W| BENER, Real Estate Agent, 2 North
Father John's Medicine.
under your eyes—pimples—a bilious
T,
H.
WHEELER
CO.
33-35
ltev. H. I. Holt of Camden will be
■umber of dogs so kept does lot exceed tea, Maia street.
•obra,
side
by
side
with
a
hawk's
head
look in your face—dull eyes with no the speaker Saturday evening at the
the fee for said license shall be ten dollars and
TO LET- -Board and room. 17 WATER ST..
Framed
in
the
golden
folds
of
the
fifteen cents; wnen the number of dogs so CITY.
sparkle. Your doctor will tell you ninety special gospel service at the Metho
For your own sake, as well as for
32-34.
kept exceeds ten, tlie fee for such license shall
93-101 Clinton Street
per cent of all sickness comes from dist church. Subject, ‘ Your Chickens the welfare of your family, you cannot headdress Tut-ankh-Amen’s face ap
TO LET—Store on Main St. Inquire DAVID
be twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and no fees
peared;
it
was
the
wistful,
beautiful
inactive bowels and liver.
afford to neglect your cold. This ig the
Tel. 809-M.
29-tf
shall be required for the dogs of such owner RUBENSTEIN.
Will Come Home to Roost.”
boyish face which is seen so often in
Dr. Edwards, a well-known physician
or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs
Special service at the Baptist church most dangerous seasoft of the year, and
TO LET—Furnished room, modern conven
BOSTON
covered
by
kennel
license
shall
be
exempted
the
hunting
scenes
adorning
his
in Ohio, perfected a vegetable com Sunday at 10.30 a. m. The Cp Stream pneumonia develops rapidly.
from the provisions of this section requiring iences ; also garage. Inquire at 5 UNION ST.
pound mixed with olive oil to act on the
29-tf
Watch your health closely.
At the chariots, his bows, his boxes and his
registration, numbering, and collaring.—Sec
ers class will have an important part
liver and bowels, which he gave to his
tion 102, Chapter 4, R. 8.
chairs, with gleaming eyes of aragonite
TO LET—Furnished room ; also tenement.
in the service." All Sunday School pu first sign of a cold take Father John
1£. K. KEENE, City Clekr.
patients for years.
MRS W. 8. KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel.
Medicine. It soothes and heals rawness strangely and verily lifelike; a slender,
33-40
278 R.
28-tf
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub pils are requested to attend this ser and irritation in the breathing pass finely curved nose, an exquisitely carv
Sunday School meets at noon
stitute for calomel, are gentle in their vice.
TO LET—Six room tenement on Otis street
ages,
relieves
the
cold
and
builds
new
ed.
sensitive
mouth,
and
a
chin
with bath and garage. Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
action yet always effective. They bring and Mj’. Vppling will sing.
adorned with the traditional curving
At the Methodist church Sunday flesh and strength.
ST.
16-tf
about that natural buoyancy which all
Absolutely
safe
for
all
the
family
be
beard.
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
should enjoy by toning up the liver and morning at 10.30 the pastor, Rev. J. X. cause it is guaranteed free of alcohol
The artistic merit of the work was
and musical Instruments or anything that re
Palmer, will take for his subject. "Hu
All the latest song hits
clearing the system of impurities.
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
man Impossibilities and Divine Guid and narcotics. Over 68 years’ success described as of the highest description,
Dr.Edwards’OliveTablets are known
J. R. FLYK. 221 Main 8».. Rockland.
1-tt
treating
colds
and
as
a
body-builder
eclipsing anything hitherto discovered
ance.” Mr. Fppllng will lie the soloist.
by their olive color, 15c and 30c.
in this tomb, which has been so rich
The last union evangelistic service
Used Cars
in artistic masterpieces of the eighwill be held at the Methodist church
Specials
COLD NOW
teenth dynasty. The dignity of the
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. Captain
FOR SALE—1923 Ford Sedan in excellent
Every drop of
8. J. ROKKS. 62
condition; some extras.
Harry E. Dixon of the Salvation Army,
figure of the king is superb with the
IflKE
Limerot k St.
32-34
Rockland, will preach. Special music.
arms crossed on the breast, the right
good condition.
Come and enjoy these services.
FATHER
hand grasping the crooktd scepter, the
Not over $290 j>erhaps less. ERNEST C. DAW. A. Paul is a candidate for tax col ALL
sign of sovereignty, and the left a flail,
VIS, Fuller-Cohb-Dtvls.______________ 31-33
lector at 1U tier cent. He has served PURE . JOHNS
symbol of dominion.
1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—In good mnIw is pure.eiean.
FOODl
MUSIC
DEPARTMENT
very efficiently in times past and a host
MEDICINE
The hands are beautifully modelled,
dltion and ready no drive out.
Now is the
Lifegiving
or friends wish him well In Ills candi
time to buy your u?ed car at your own price.
1268-tf
beneath the i ossed arms down the
Call
A.
C.
JONES,
phone
576-R
or FIRE
dacy.—adv.
0YI8 SIXTT-IIOHT YUM »F tUMMt
front of the case, runs the traditional
PROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
18*tf

ONNIE BOOSTER

,

HASKELL'S

CASH

CHICK FEED

‘1

GROCERY

I

N

F. 0. HASKELL

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

Bill The Barber
5ays

feKiTcnm

>111 Aound

ifc House

«

PNEUMONIA COMES

FROM NEGLECTED GOLDS

SHEET MUSIC
20c and 25c

aX

WESCOTTS
*WtMULSION

'f

^TaT

1

IS Ceab
V. F. Studley
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Evefy-Other-Day

InSocialCircles
In addition to pononal note* recording d*parture* end irrlTile, the department eepedall)
•Mire* Information of social happening*, par
ties musical*, etc.
Note* sent by mall 01
telephone will bo gladly received.
TELEPHONE ....................................................

m

The Shakespeare Society will meet
Monday evening at 7.30 with Mrs. E.
F. Glover, Claremont street. Members
kindly note the change in place of
meeting.

Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Johnson and
James T. Jones, who have been spend
ing tlie winter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
arrived home yesterday morning.

Mrs. A. J. Bates and Mrs. Howard
Waltz visited in Damariscotta Mills
Thursday.

Leslie Clark of Damariscotta Millf
was a recent visitor in the city.
The Rubinstein Club met yestdrday
to hear the last regular program of
the season, which will conclude with
the Lenten Recital two weeks hence,
and the Club Festivity and annual
meeting two weeks thereafter. Mrs.
Copping presided, announcing the fol
lowing numbers, arranged for this
spring program by Mrs. Bicknell:
Piano, Polonaise. Dvorak, Miss Hol
brook, Mrs. Averill; Contralto, "Spring
Sadness,” Gerstle, Miss Jones; Piano
"Awakening of Spring.” Herberlbier,
Miss
Calderwood;
soprano,
"To
Spring,” Gounod, Mrs. Veazie; Piano,
"Bustle of Spring,” Sinding, Miss
Knowlton; reading, selections from
"May-day,” Emerson, Miss Ruggles;
soprano, "April Ecstasy,” Speaks, Miss
Richardson;
Mezzo,
"Woodland
Voices," Godfrey, Mrs. Short; piano
“To Spring,” Grieg, Miss Saville; con
tralto, “Grief in Spring," Schubert
Mrs. Benner; chorus rehearsal, Mrs
Berry conducting, accompanists, Mrs
Averill, Miss Singhi, Miss Luce, Mrs
Berry.

YOUNG FOLKS STARRED

Rockport folks, supplemented by a
good sized contingent fpom Rockland,
enjoyed in Penobscot View Grange
ball last night, an entertainment which
was as beautiful as it was unique.
The title was “The Feast of the
Little Lanterns,” and it was presented
in accordance with the following pro
gram:
»
Cast
Marlon Upham,
Mary Brann,
Helen Clancy,
Kita Packard,

Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton have been
spending the week in New York.

Berkeley Winslow was home from
Franklin, Mass., over th^ weekend,
called by tlm .critical illness of his
mother. Mrs. William Winslow, War
ren street.
The next Educational Club speaker
is one who never fails to entrance his
audiences, often referred to as the best
and liveliest lecturer in Maine. Rev.
Henry E. Dunnack, Augusta, will take
for his subject, "The Quest of a Lost
World.” Mr. Dunnack writes “I think
it would be wise to let each person
think that the particular world which
he himself lost may be the one I am
to talk about,” so no one can be sure
just what line he is to follow, but it
is sure to be a lecture of absorbing in
terest, as he is a master nt holding an
audience’s attention. This lecture is
exclusively for paid-up members and
no others. Mrs. William Payson next
Friday evening will give a list of crit
icisms noticed at the last previous
meeting as to errors in pronounciation
and use of the mother tongue. Mem
bers are all requested to supplement
her list and to be observant' on such
points.

Mrs. Nils Nelson and little daugh
ter Virginia, who have been spending
the past three weeks in Boston and
Springfield, the guests of Capt. Nel
son and Miss Nora Nelson, returned
home Tuesday night.
Sherman Daniels left this morning
for Buffalo, to take a position in the
Frank Hammond jewelry shop of that
city

The S. S. Club was entertained
Thursday
afternoon and evening by
Mrs. Annie Wade of Waldo avenue in
honor ofher birthday.
Dandelion
greens were served, with dessert in
cluding Annie's famous chocolate pie.
The evening was much enjoyed at
cards. The hostess received some very
nice gifts from the club. Wednesday
evening Mrs. Josephine Lothrop was
given a surprise in honor of her birth
day by the same club". The surprise
came near being on the club, as the
hostess failed to appear at her usual
supper hour. She had watched the in
truders preparing supper from a
neighbor’s window and thought she
would give them a good long wait,
which she did. A baked fish supper
was served with dessert, and the eve
ning devoted to cards. Mrs. Lothrop
received a nice gift from the club.

I OEfcV HVMAM4 MKTORCt TH* Vl66|
I MERCHANT OOUT MOAM, HE

THE PARK’S WONDER FILM
Postmaster Blethen yesterday gave his hearty endorsement to Emory John
son’s attraction, “The Mail Man,” now at the Park Theatre, and took occasion
to make a few enlightening remarks on the service in general.
“A clock ticks. We do not notice it. It stops. Our attention immediately
turns to it. The same is true of anything to which our consciousness becomes
accustomed.”

JESY HUSTLE9 Abb TW
WARDER *M WAS PVEWPtM OF
\BV€Mt9S WITHOUT THEM*

]

"The mail service operates. We
take it for granted as we take the
tick of the clock for granted. Not
until it stops do we notice that it
has been operating continually
for many years.
Not until it
stopped, if that wire possible,
would we realize the tremendous
value to our daily lives.
"Have we no appreciation for
the service that postal employees
perform for us? Terliaps we have,
yet we have been so accustomed
to receiving that service all our
lives that our sense of apprecia
tion has been deadened. We need
something that will rivet our at
tention to the facts as they exist
today in the conditions of life
among mail clerks and carriers.
"While citizens are inclined to
overlook the exist" nee of the
postal service, there is something
also that keeps tlieir attention
with the utmost intensity. You
bet it does '. Their pocketbooks

Princess Chan
Mai Ku
Ow Long
Wee Ling

Chorus
Merle Richards, Hazel Wincapaw, Ruth Pack
ard, Lillian Miller, Isabelle Perry, Cora Rob
bins, Doris Ballad, Mabel Marsello, Josephine
Brown, Wilma Carroll, Mildred Heal, Margaret
Upham, Irene Linden, Helen Crockett, Godwin
Heistead, Mabel Daucett, G. Morrill, Bessie
Wall, Dorothy Fields.
tllEMMY
Poppy Dance,
Mary Brann
Sword Dance.
Isabelle Perry
00 JSU'YM*
Scene—Chinese Garden
Act I
A
Overture
Chorus—-Pretty Little Lanterns—ah—ce !
On a Day Long Ago,
Princess Chan
There Ought to be a Law in China, Ow Long
Ghost Long,
Wee Ling
Juggles Long,
Mai Ku
Siow, Slow,
Chorus
Act II
Instrumental Introduction
O, Beautiful,
’
Princess Chan
We have caught Wee Ling.
Chorus
OMAgfZJ
The Beautiful Peacock, Wee Ling and Chorus
Up Her Sleeve,
Mai Ku and Chorus
See My Hands are Empty Mai Ku and Chorua
Let Every Place be Searched,
Chorus
MORE LICENSES ISSUED
Alt, With Joy,
Princess Chan, Mai Ku
Dragon Chorus,
• Chorus
Chinese Dance,
Mai Ku Wagons and 8tore* Ars Selling More
Finale—Pretty Little Lanterns.
Milk and Cream Than Formerly,

PLEASANT POINT

Kennebec Journal:
Lieut. Guy E
Nicholas of the U. S. Navy, who has
been passing a few days in the city as
the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Nicholas, 102 Stone street, left
Tuesday on train No. 102. In New
York he will join his ship, the U. S. S.
Nevada and sail for Virgin Islands and
Panama. The cruise will then lead
up the west coast.

POSTMASTER BLETHEN ENDORSES "THE MAILMAN”

&URJE, A FEW PEOPLE FROM

“Feast of the Little Lanterns” f
£R£ so *© etettxiu TRAoe,
Delighted Audience At hBUT
VJHAY OF rr't B»«7O»W FOLKS]
Glencove.
SO TO MBM YORK. 'M MBM NORKE
TO UOMOOM Si PWUS-TVWfc
—»

The stage, profusely hung with Jap
anese lanterns, was a vision of Ori
ental beauty, the color effects from
crepe paper, and the large Japanese
fans, combining most entrancingly with
the striking costumes, which were de
signed and executed by that talented
director of the art department, Mrs.
Esther Bird.
All members of the cast acquitted
themselves with so much distinction
that it is diflicult to discriminate, -but
Miss Helen Clancy in the role of gov
emess was exceptionally good.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Crie left on the
Informal dancing followed the play.
1.10 train Thursday on a trip to New
York.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller have re
turned from a week's visit in Boston.

MICKIE SAYS—

The ice left the 'harbor March IS.
Last year the harbor cleared Ai»ril 8
A. W. Maloney is making the trip
to Prrt Clyde every dny to visit his
son Ernest, who is very sick with a
fever.
School in this district will close Frily for a three weeks vacation.
Now that the clam banks are open
B. W. Obombs will start Tuesday
carrying clams to thd Black and Gay
canning factory in Thomaston.
'Mr. and Mrs. Tfiomas Stone are
spending a few weeks in Friendship
where Mr. Stone has employment.
Walter Young lost a valuable cow
last week.
One reads much about smart old
people. There are some here in Pleaant Point. Mrs. Katie Moore who
has just parsed her 84th birthday, is
making her third .braided rug this
winter, besides helping with the house
work. She is anxiously waiting for
the ground to get started, so sh» can
walk out and visit among the neighboro. Mrs-. Della Cazaliis has passed
her 80th milestone, nnd can get
around as quickly as any of the girls.
She thinks nothing of walking to the
post office, a distance of more than a
mile.
Reading in the Waterman’s Beach
items about how tlie young folks as
wcl! as the older ones enjoyed sliding
on the erust, and how the North Haven
folks, took a tin pan or plate under
their arms and when they find a chance
to slide, sit on the plate and away they
gd—recalls to my mind a little instance
not long ago, following a big snow
storm which left a erust similar to
that above mentioned. I will not give
the young people's names, but it was
something like this:

That the sales of cream and milk
from wagons and stores has been in
creasing ytar by year as the popula
tion of the cities hag grown, with an
occasiortnl decrease in number of sales
at farmhouses, is shown by the fig
ures just compiled by State Dairy In
spector Barbour.
Mr. Barbour reports that between
April 1, 1923, and Feb. 15, 1924, a total
of 4541 milk and cream dealers in the
State registered with the State dairy
division. Of these there were 2201
licenses issued to vehicles, 1173 issued
to stores and 1166 issued to depots or
farmhouses where milk and cream is
sold. This is an increase of 183 li
censed dealers over the period from
April 1, 1922, to April 1. 1923.
From early reports which Mr. Bar
bour has collected, it is noted that in
1909 when the registration law went
into effect there were 2062 licenses
issued. In 1913, the number had in
creased to 2647, divided as follows:
Wagons, 1346; stores, 780; depots, 521.
In 1916 there were but 1903 licenses is
sued to wagons, 897 issued to stores,
and 1168 issued to depots—a total of
3968. The 1922 report showed a gain
in the number of licenses issued to
wagons and stores, and a decrease in
the number issued to depots, the regis
trations for that year being: Wagons
2132; stores. 1099; depots, 1127; total.
435.8. In this connection -it is Interest
ing to note that the $1 fee for registra
tion went into effect July 10, 19il.
Registration previous to that date was
without cost t’> the applicants.
Year by year since 1913 the reports
show a gain in the number of licenses
issued for wagons and stores, while
there has been more variation in the
licenses Issued fcr milk depots. In
1919 and 1920 there were more licenses
granted to milk depots than in 1922
and 1923.

TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Now that John Fuller has settled
frr all time the fate of tlie schooner
Eben Herbert, let us give our atten
tion to the fate of some of the others.
What was the final end of the schoon
er John E. Dailey? Dad always in
sisted that she was the first real, hon
est to goodness three-masted schooner
sad. sad tale I hare tn relate.
ever built. There was a schooner with
One which will brine forth tears.
So listen, my children, and you shall hear
three masts built somewhere to the
The saddest in many years.
Eastward, but her mizzen was short,
so that she was not a real three-mast
One day in the winter of '23
The iee was all around.
er.
It covered the fences, it covered the trees,
"The glory that was" Tenant’s Har
It covered entirely the ground.
bor’s as a shipping port is gone, forever
A lassie was wending her way from school,
gone. Forty-five years ago this time
With her escort a laddie fair.
of the year it was a busy place. The
The head of this laddie a trifle swelled
And covered with flaxen hair.
boys were smoking tea and kindred
herbs, waiting for a chance to Ship and
All went well till they readied a hill.
get away, and get to smoking “terThe lassie started to slide,
‘Let me assist you," the laddie said,
backer” once more. We who lived
And quickly rushed to her side.
there- in those far-off days can see it
in our mind’s eye. Everybody busy,
Alas, too late! she was sliding fast
And he could do nothing hut follow;
vessels hauling out for repairs, car
Little they dreamt of tlie fearful result.
penters, caulkers, riggers and other
When they should reach the hollow.
workmen had plenty to do. The shop
Tlie lee was slipperier than smoothest glass,
keepers were busy putting up stores
The hill was short and steep.
The lass lost her balance nnd so did the lad, and life was one grand, sweet song.
Even Boze had a Job tending pitebThen both went down in a heap.
kettie for dad. Burned the skin off
Dinner pail, gun and pipe and cap.
my lingers several times, I can remem
They flew in all directions.
ber that.
Food was scattered o'er ail tlie ground
And dishes broken in sections.
“Come on fellers, let’s ship. Who
wants a first-class cook?”
'TIs sad. ’tis sad. tny children fair.
But let me give you this till—
Boze.

TO SALVAGE SHIPS

The Story of Scapa Flow,
Where 74 German Ships
Were Scuttled.
"Reports that the 74 German war
ships scuttled by their commanders
on June 21,1919, at Scapa Flow are to be
salvaged by the British recall the fact
that this body of water between the
Orkney Islands and the mainland of
Scotland, which was the main base of
:he British Grand Fleet throughout the
World War, is one of the world’s larg
est and safest harbors," says a bulle
tin from the Washington. D. C„ head
quarters of the National Geographic
Society.
“Even the guides provided for navi
gators say that no matter in what di
rection the wind may be, a vessel can
always find shelter in Scapa Flow by
ihifting berth. Practically the whole
f this inland sea, measuring 50 square
miles in area, is honeycombed around
he edges with good harbors and road
steads, many of them being along the
liffy banks of Pomona, or Mainland,
the central and largest of the Orkney
Islands. Burray, South Ronaldshay,
Flotta, Fara, Hoy and Graemsay are
the island which from a ring to keep
out heavy seas.
A Long Blockade Lina

'Though the nkme recalls to the
British mind the basis of the Home
Fleet during their naval training sea
son. to the American traveler during
the World War it often suggests un
happy moments when much against
his will he visited Scapa Flow because
Dutch, Scandinavian, lianish, or
other neutral vessel on which he was
traveling had been brought by a Britsh cruiser Into the harbor, and its
passengers landed at one of the Ork
ney Island ports for Scapa lay along
the western terminal of the line blockide. This blockade of ships and steel
netting extended from the north of
Scotland to Scandinavia to prevent
ravel to and from Germany.
"To many the Orkney Islanels thus

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND THE
CORNER

Last Showings Today

JOHN GILBERT
—IN—

“THE WOLF MAN”
—Also—

“THE STEEL TRAIL”
Chapter 10
Comedy: “OWN A LOT”

Monday-Tuesday

“CROOKED ALLEY”
Fiom a "Boston Blaekie” Story
by Jack Boyle, with an unusual
All Star Cast, featuring—

Laura LaPlante
“THE WOLF TRAPPER”
A Western Picture

TO MEET FIRPO AGAIN

The Charity Club was entertained at
Green Gables, Camden, Thursday, the
Jack Dempsey Will Defend Title
hostesses being Mrs. Obadiah Gardner
Against "Wild Bull” Labor Day.
and Mrs. A. K. P. Harvey.

The Good Cheer Sewing Circle will
meet with Mrs. George L. St. Clair
About 50 women and girls sat down Tuesday afternoon. Each member is
to a fine supper at the Methodist asked to take sewing.
church Thursday, to celebrate the 55th
birthday of the Woman’s Foreign Mis
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey, and
sionary Society.
During the supper their guest, Mrs. Horace E. Lamb, are
piano selections were rendered ,by Her staying at Hotel Ogelthnrpe, Bruns
bert Prescott and Charles Tweedie wick, Ga.. while Mr. Munsey is arrang
The place cards and table decorations ing for a large tomato, crop nearby.
were blue and white, the Standard
Bearers colors. Mrs. G. I. Lurvey act
ed as toastmlstress. The president
Mrs. Frank C. Flint, gave a brief talk
and
and offertory poem, at the conclusion
in
the
best
wet
weather
togs
of which an offering of thanksgiving
that we live in a Christian country
ever invented
was made. Extracts were read from
a missionary's letter by Mrs. Charles
Merritt. Mrs. II. V. Tweedie respond
cd to a toast "Visions ot the Past.1
The society was founded in 1869 by
eight
women
in
Tremont Street
Church. Boston.
The founder, Mrs
Lois Parker, is still living in India,
IPAXENTCO)
the friend and counsellor of mission
lOWERj
aries. Mrs. Minnie Rogers gave an in
teresting talk on “Glimpses of the Pre
sent.” The eight members have grown
to more than 600 000. and it has be
come the largest missionary organiza
AJL TOWCR CXX boston
tion in the world, disbursing not less
than 33,000,000 annually. An unusually
fine talk was given by Leroy Chatto on
Know the tremendous puk
"Stewardship.” The evening was con
cluded with a pageant, well put on by ing power of Courier-Gazette
eight girls, and it was declared by all
ad*.
a pleasant and profitable evening.

Storm

the °
FISH BRAND

REFLEX
LICKER

are directly affected by it and
that's why they're interested. It
is the shrinking value of the dol
lar which has caused consterna
tion among wage earners ever
since the silver standard was in
vented.
“Have they ever stopped to
Ithink however, of that decreasing
value in relation to the constancy
of payment in the postal depart
ment?
Perhaps not, yet they
should. For unless something is
done to remedy the discrepancy
that now exists between the two,
the postal service will not attract
any prospective employees. This
will mean a breaking up of the
existing system anel a consequent
drain on those pocketbooks which
mean so much to us.
“I believe that ‘The Mail Man’
will do much to point out the
debt that is due this public servi
tor, and I have found it to be. at
the same time, very entertaining."
George H. Blethen.

PRICE

$35.00

Radiola III. is a two tube regenerative receiver, dry
battery operated of an improved type, will operate
a loud speaker on the nearer stations and with head
phones it will receive up to I 500 miles Clear. Selec
tive, non-radiating complete with two lubes, one
pair phones, but less batteries,...................... $35.00
NOTE—Demand is fhr greater than supply. We are filling orders
in rotation as received. Fcr early delivery order NOW.

Radiola III. Balanced Amplifier, a two tube improved
amplifier unit which when added to the Radiola III.
constitutes a Four Tube Receiver second to none in
performance and which operates a loud speaker un
der all conditions. Price with two tubes . . $30.00
WILL BE READY FOR DELIVERY SOON

Maine Music Co.
Rockland, Maine

If on your feet you cannot stand,
You on the ground must sit.

Brave the Wind

1

RADIOLA III

Jack Dempsey, world’s heavyweight
champion will defend his title against
Luis Angel Firpo in New York Labor
Day. he announced Tuesday night. The
Argentine will be his only opponent
this year, the champion said.
Decision to fight Firpo was reached
al a conference with Jack Kearns his
manager before he left New York
Dempsey said. The public wants the
match he asserted. “If Firpo is beaten
by Wils or Gibbons, then naturally
would be compelled to fight the win
ner," the champion asserted. “However,
I understood Firpo will not engage in
any fights until he meets me. Under
such conditions it looks like a quiet
outdoor season for me, but my picture
work and about six weeks of hard
training should leave me fit for the
Firpo fight.
Dempsey looked a bit pale and thin
after his recent operation at New York.
He plans to leave at once for Fait
Lake City to visit his parents before
going on to the coast where he will en■ gage in motion picture work three
months.

I

Mr. MerchantMake Your Product a Standard
In This Community. We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

had
an
unpleasant
introduction
through no fault of their own, hut if
(he anger of the passengers over the
delay was not too great they probably
enjoyed the quaint charm of the in
habitants of this northern urchipelago
who boast that they are descendants
of the old Scandinavians, who resent
being referred to as Scotch, and who
speak a dialect of English interspersed
with peculiar old Norse words.
"This characteristic of the island
people Is easily explainable even
though it may hark back more than a
thousand years, for at a very early
date the sea-rovers from Scandinavia
and Denmark made their way across
the North Sea to Scotland and prob
ably found In the firths and landlocked
inlets reminders of the sheltering
fiords which they had left at home.!
An Historic Cathedral
"But those individuals who were
fortunate enough to make their way to
Kirkwall lying less than two miles
across the islund of Pomona from
Scapa Flow, and the base from which
the American mine-sweeper operated
in taking up the great North Sea Mine
Barrage laid during the World War,
probably delighted in the old Cathe
dral of St. Magnus, founded in 1137
and now one of the three venerable
Scottish cathedrals in nearly a com
plete state of preservation.
"The visitor to the Orkneys crossing
over from Scotland usually has a vivid
recollection of a swimming head and a
weakness in the pit of his stomach, for
the Pentland Firth which lies to the
south of the islands enclosing Scapa
Flow has the reputation of being rough
er than the Atlantic, with 'somi times
a current running so fiercely that It
can be seen as at) oily, roiling river on
the rougher surface of the sea.'
Where Piets Left Relics

“When the Vikings first began com
ing to the Orkneys they found a race
nf people about which almost nothing
is known today. The Piets, however,
left their brochs, or round towers, and
queer burial mounds which form one
of the chief sources of interest in the
Islands. The Standing Stones of Stenntss rise in dreary solitude and defy
the years to solve the riddle of the men
who PU4 them there. The individual
stones, twelve to fourteen feet high,
are arranged in a semicircle about a
cromlechor altar, which is said to have
been dedicated to the moon.
"So peaceful are the Islands today
it seems impossible that they once
were the storm center of bloody con
flicts. The Vikings subdued these peo
ple, and Harold the Fair-haired, in 875,
added the Orkneys to his Scandinavian
kingdom, but they were finally return
ed to Scotland as the dowry of Mar
garet of Denmark, who married James
III.
"Only 29 of the 66 Islands in the
group are inhabited and some of these
by less than thirty people.
“It has been surmised that it was
probably in this portion of presentday Scotland that the story of the
thistle, now the national flower, arose.
It is told that one of the Danish in
vaders, while moving at niRht to sur
prise the Scotch, stepped with his bare
feet upon a thistle and yelled with pain
so loudly that he wakened the sleeping
Scots, who hurriedly gathered up their
arms and drove the enemy away.”

Solve the Servant

—With—

Betty Blythe

If*
At

THE LORRAINE
THE PLACE TO DINE
WHEN IN BOSTON

WIREIJESS SUPPLIES

CHICKEN DINNER, $1225

W. P. STRONG

DANCING AND CABARET UNTIL
12:30

WATCHMAKER and JMWELER
WALL PAPER

OPEN SUNDAYS

L. E. xivm,
BOVA.

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

M«n»qln,
Olr*et*r

Formerly of the famous Cafe Bova
96 S-tf

PARK

THOMASTON. MAINE
TuAS-tf

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

The Theatre with the Big Pictures
LAST TIME

ADVERTISE
OUR
HELP WANTINCOLUMN.

“The Truth About Wives”

WALDOBORO

The High School Senior Class gives
The Star Club met with Mrs. S. H.
a dinner from 12 to 1 o'clock Wednes Weston this we ck. Next week’s meet
day at the Grange hall, price 25c. 33-34 ing will be Held with Mrs. W. H.
Parker Noble of Skowhegan is em Crowell.
ployed at the M. Shorten & Son fac I Roland Black has joined the "Levia
tory and js boarding at the home of than" on which lie had employment
Benjamin Watts.
the past year.
Mrs. Josephine Watts has been ill
Mrs. Antinett Wilt, who returned
the past week. Dr. Keller was called from Warren last week, is the guest of
in attendance.
her daughters in Portland.
W. E. Spear and A. 1’. Gray attended
Laurence Weston of Portland was a
the Democratic convention in Lewis recent guest of his parents, Mr. and
ton this week.
Mrs. S. H. Weston.
“The Affairs of Lady Hamilton”
Mrs. Harold Thomas and daughter
which comes to Glover hall today, is have returned to Rockland.
one of the outstanding cinema master
Mrs. John H. Miller and son Roger
pieces of motion picture art. a story of are visiting Mrs. Miller’s mother in
Britain’s greatest hero in the grand Waterbury, Conn.
eur of Europe's greatest kings and
lie v. R. L. Shenff and Harold Gon
queens, a story that is human because zales wero in Rockland Friday.
it is real. The battle of Trafalgar and
E. C. Teague was in Rockland last
fall of Nn|>oleon are vividly portrayed week.
in scenes where more' than 19,960 perMrs. Norah Dwyer of Bath was a
ons appear. A worth while picture. recent visitor in town.
Harold Lloyd will be seen in "High
Joseph Ii. Welt was in Rockland
and Dizzy.”
Thursday.
Mrs. Charles Morrill lias returned to
Roy Mack has retilrned from a West
her home at Spruce Head, following a ern trip.
few weeks spent with Mr. and Mrs. C.
Membership dues for this year will
W. MeKeller. Mrs. Mary Adams of be welcomed now at the Library. It
Rockland arrived Thursday and will is desired thnt these be voluntary as
act as housekeeper fcr Mrs. MeKeller far as possible. Later reminders will
who has been quite ill, but is now gain lie sent out to Un' 1923 members.
ing.
Miss Anne Gay went to Boston Wed
T. V. Mathews substituted on the sta- nesday.
ion route Tuesday and Wednesday,
Harold Glidden is the guest of Ills
during Mr. Gray's absence.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Glidden.
At a recent melting Charles Keizer
Relief Corps voted to pledge $25 to the
UNION
Waldoboro-Boston Club to be used In
helping the Memorial fund for a Sol
Mrs. Bessie Lewis is displaying a di, rs’ and Sailors’ monument for Wal
fine line of millinery this season.
doboro. This movement which is a
Mrs. Fred Burkett is spending a few
worthy one is meeting with hearty co
weeks in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Payson have operation from ail sides. The ladies
of the Relief Corps are always Inter
returned from Boston.
When in Union, visit the new ested in any patriotic cause.
Another great Allan Dawn produc
•estaurant for lunch and meals, next
door to Gordon & Lovejoy’s. It opens tion will be seen at the Star Theatre
tonight. "Lawful Larceny” is a highMarch 17.
class society melodrama with a de
lightful remedy relief. Hope Hampton,
Nlfa Naldl, Conrad Nagel nnd Lew
Cody are the four names that give the
picture unequalled value. Giida Gray
is also in the production with her
famous South S"n Island dance. The
255 Tremont Street, Boston
amusing comedy “Golfmania" will pre
Next to the Shubert Theatre—within three
cede the picture.
minutes’ walk of all the theatres

TODAY

Problem

Wednesday-Thursday

WARREN

All Rockland Is Talking About

“THE

MAILMAN”

The Greatest of All Melodramas
SEE IT TODAY!

MONDAY-TUESDAY

A Thrilling Story of Paris’ Upper and Under World

The Strand

JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager.

of
Course

POLA NECRl

JAMES J. O’HARA, Org«ni«t

TODAY

Corinne Griffith in “Divorce Coupons”
The story of a girl who married for money.

MONDAY

AND

TUESDAY

3- “THREE WISE FOOLS” ~3
The alarm wa* given. Five Hundred convicts maddened
with the lust for freedom swarmed over the wall* under
the steady fire of the guards.
In a luxurious Now York apartment on Riverside Drive
a girl waited for the news that her father had escaped
the Law which wrongfully persecuted him.
Don’t mis* seeing “Three Wi»e Fool*.” You will agree
with the critics who call it the sweetest love story of the
year.

Adolphe
Menjou
Charles
de Roelie
and
H imtly
Gordon

Here you have two sides of Pola Negri
—the beautiful, modish Pola of “The
Cheat,” and the fiery, fascinating
tigress of “The Spanish Dancer.” In
a story of Paris' upper and under
world that packs the thrills of both.

ENTERTAINING COMEDY
WED.

THURS.

SOON

LATEST NEWS

You Must Sec—

“THE STRANGER,” with BETTY COMPSON

“THE ACQUITTAL,” ALL STAR CAST

J

4 ■
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Every-Other-Day

POWER is generated by energy and energy by the will
“to do.”

1

Have you ever seen a heavy cart stuck fast in a rut of mud ?

The jaded

horse unable to move it another inch because of drooping spirit and lack of interest.

A dozen onlookers—some merely waiting to see what is going to happen—others giving
advice and direction. But none of these will start the car moving.

Then from the crowd step out three or four “doers.”

They put their shoulders to the

wheel lending both effort and example until others follow them.
momentum as all things do when once out of a rut.

And

so, also, is it with civic

The thing begins to move—gains

progress—community movements, local enterprise—when

“doers” put their shoulders to the wheel.
THE UNDERSIGNED BELIEVE IN

FOSTERING THE HOME TOWN TEAM SPIRIT FOR ROCKLAND.

ANYTHING

OUR PEOPLE WANT THEY CAN HAVE BY PULLING TOGETHER.

Cobb’s, Incorporated
Central Haine Power Co.
W. H. Glover Company

Penobscot Fish Company
Deep Sea Fisheries Corporation
V. A. Leach

V. F. Stud ley
Corner Drug Store
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
Stonington Furniture Co.
Rockland Hotor flart
Cook.Cutler Company

Camden & Rockland Water Co.
John Bird Company
Livingston Mfg. Company
W. M. Little & Co.

Cochran, Baker & Cross
Consolidated Baking Company
f' ’
urufc

44,

ji

